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October 19, 1994

The Early Development of the Dart Procedures

Kevin: I wuuld like to stan with how your work with Raymond Dart1 and the Procedures began, You 
first go? onto Dart in die .summer of 1967 after Walter Carrington bad told you about Dart’s 
work, f remember your mentioning that you had read all of Dart's papers. I'm assuming that you 
were inferring to the three main papers that were later published in the fit man Foieniuxi 
Journal2

Alex: Yes, Dart’s talk, "An Anatomist's Tribute to F.M, Alexander” eatrte later, in 1969.

Kevin: When you started working with the Procedures in 1967, did you work from the written descrip
tions in the papers?3 Dtcl you work out what the different procedures were for the various phylo
genetic stages and start to do them?

Alex: Yes, the first thing 1 read was die “Postural Aspects of Malocclusion”. That had a very clear
sequence of what Dan had done, Though it wasn't written as a "do-h-yourselF'; it just described 
each of the general evolutionary stages. I worked them out from what 1 could understand of 
what Dart had written. 1 copied the article by hand; I typed it out. It Wok about a week, to type 
and in the process I was able to work out what some of the things meant. I never used a refer 
ence such as Gray Is Anatomy, it seems to me dial it’s like learning a foreign language; you begin 
to understand what duties mean through experience and gradually the meaning becomes dearer. 
As with die Technique itself, ift order to understand what this is about, the Procedures need to be 
done experientially, They need to be seen from Dart’s evolutionary perspective as well. They 
can’t be understood simply by trying to sec the anatomical details.

t Raymond Dart ft JOT 19Kttt»a* a medical doctor and world renowned atshnyptifogist His remarkable acaraijitixh- 

nwnn include: discovery of Australopithecus nfricanus, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine at the L’ltivarsiry of Witwatersiand. 

South A trie a, and pioneer in establishing training for physical and csxuptuswiaJ therapists in South Africa Inspired by a course 

of Alexander lessons he ami his children look with liait Tasker in South Africa in the 1940*. he mniinued “In study ibc wrong

ful and rightful performance of muscular aas" after Miss Tasker left S<mth Africa. Front l!ic knowledge he gained from these 

experiences tic wrote three p*jvi* and later gave a fcumti paper. "An Anatomist's Tribute to FM Alexander", at (be Society of 

Teachers of the Alexander Teclmirpie F.M. Alexander Memorial Lecrurr

2 Publication of ihe tnsiituies for the Achievement ot Human Potential in Ptiiladciphin, See focHrame r»T.

3 “ l ito Postural Aspects of Mitfocclnsinn*, 1946. ,rthe Attainment of Poise". 194?. and "Voluntary Musculature of 

the Human Body: The Dnuftte Spiral Arninjpnnetjr. E9MJ. Reprinted in 1996 in Skill and False, London: STAT Bonks.



Beginning fn>m the beginning

One of the important point's to remember about Dari (even though he was an anatomist) was ihai 
he wasn't coming from a strictly anatomical viewpoint. He had a much broader and more inclu
sive perspective.4 He was an artist as well as a scientist. His remarkable anthropological per
spective included interests in education, philosophy, psychology, history, and the arts. However, 
he didn't treat them as separate disciplines. He used hi.s knowledge and interest in these areas as 
a way of connecting things up—to sec the entire picture.. He also had tremendous compassion 
for individuals with problems, and profound concerns for humanity as a whole.

I began working out the Procedures by doing the floor work and (lien coming up from the floor. 
The thing that struck me first was the anthropoids I back of the hands. It seemed to me that you 
could do monkey with hands on the back of the diair with the hands turned up or down, either 
way [see photos A2 - A4J. That's when I realized that the anthropoidal crouch was like die 
Alexander monkey. However, it was more evolved than monkey because the anthropoid would 
use the backs of the hands down on the surface it would be touching. Ground running creatures 
use the palm of the hand down on the support, whereas the anthropoids use the dorsum. 
Extending your knuckles from anthropoid brings you farther up. That's the way of coming 
upright from monkey. It’s a question of coming up from each joint in turn until you’re on only 
on the tip of your longest finger5 and you still have contact with the same surface that the whole 
hand had contact with at the beginning. It was from working this out that we incorporated 
''hands on the hack of the chair*' and adaptions of hands on the back of the chair in various 
stages of monkey and squatting as part of the Procedures.

Well. I was working with coming upright from the different joints. Then Joan and 1 started 
working together on this and we began putting these positions into a sequence. With the under
standing that I had at the time, it seemed to me that the best way to begin the whole sequence 
was by going up on the toes. I thought that going on the toes was what took me up the most. We 
had worked with taking people up on their toes the previous summer in 1966. We had Walter 
and Dilys [Carrington], Kilty | Wielopolska], and Marjorie Barstow all come for a month to the 
National Music Camp at Interior hen. where we were teaching. (We worked together again 
when wc invited Walter and Dilys, Goddard [Binkley], Marjorie Barstow. Frank [Pierce Jones]6 
and Helen [Jones] to visit Michigan State in l9f;>S.;i That summer in 1966 when Walter first visit
ed, 1 had a flute class every morning for an hour with 20 kids. Walter used to take them all up on 
their toes.

4 See Raymond Dart, StiUmrf Pmt desktop published US. Edition (Alexander Murray. «L). “A Phylogenetic
Approach to Therapy" pp. 285-286. "...all fiueaieal/'aiauimieail specialists still find it difficult to think of the bodies of ibeiT 

jwstenis aa a whole and do not evade the danger of all human specialization—knowing more and mute ahum that special
organ, pan. or region of the body and lets and less about the entire remainder of ths body, its environment, and its behavior
therein.’'

5 This contact with the longest finger {third linger) is (he minima! support and sensory feedback possible from the 
font limbs.

6 “First Generation" AkauKkr Ttelnnyue Teaetars.
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The Early Development of the Dart Prvcedures

Kevin: Walter was keen on doing this?

Alex: Walter was. ves. I found that it was helpful 10 take someone up on the toes first and and then
have the person take the flute up because then he has got so much more support for holding and 
playing the flute. If evolution has been in an upward direction, then tip on the toes is as high as 
you can get. So later when we got onto Dart, working down to the floor from up on the toes 
(which would mean starting with a more actively lengthening and widening type of movement) 
instead of working up from the floor (which was what Dart had done) was the way that I con
nected it up

[ .iiter, when we went to sec Dart at the Institutes for the Achievement of Human Potential' in 
Philadelphia, we showed him the sequence that way- He asked us, “why didn't you start ifom 
the floor up?" We showed him how we were able to get the length by starting the sequence wiLh 
going up on die toes. We also showed him how Joan had seen the connections with the monkey 
position, etc, He was fascinated. Then he said, "oh, you missed the most important one!", which 
was the fetal position. I said, "well, what is fetal?" So he demonstrated it to us! [Dan was 76 
years old at the time, | He got up on a table, in public' And showed us fetal! [Laughter] But he 
hadn't described it at all in his papers.* |J>cc photo A9]

Marian: So tire way you were working with this right away, sounds quite different from other articles 
that we’ve been reading on Dart and the Alexander Technique, in that you were immediately 
seeing a possible direct connection of Dari's work to the Technique,

Joan: Well. I had been observing Alex going through these different positions earlier, t remember
thinking, "what’s this got to do with Lhe Technique?" I was watching him with his hands in 
anthropoid and so forth. I thought to myself, "instead of sitting there, criticizing his use, why 
don’t I see if 1 can help by bringing about lengthening and widening as he goes through these 
positions?" To help him to lengthen in doing the sequence, we started the sequence by taking 
him up on his toes. That’s how going up on the toes to begin the whole sequence first started. 7 8

7 The InsuTotes for the Achievement of Human Poiemi.il tar. a group of eK.-m-{jrufli institutes whose purpose is to help 

beam-injured children achieve ax much physical, intellectual and social growth as possible. To chds cad. the Institutes have 

developed a number of innovative treatment method*. Raymond Dart became the Director nl the Institute of Man at the 

Institute* for the Achievement of t lunuui Potential in Philadelphia in 1 %7. During iiu tenure at the Institutes, Dart divided his 

time between has work at the institutes and his work amt home in Stiuili Africa.

8 In 'The Postural Aspects of Malocclusion" under the subbeading, "Education of the body for poise" Dart begins 

with tbs Alexander Technique setui-supiDe position, "En the ‘Jt-ud crouch', the baur-Iine of the head contacts die ground.

head aaucfkxcd and welghr-bsning” -Raymond Dart] The arms fold at the elbows, crossing the chest so that the Sogers 

cat wrap around the tee of the nee*. The torso rests on the folded legs and the ankles cross each other under the rail."-- Ales. 

Murray, Flexion of the hips off the ground shifts weight bearing tuwaid the head and shoulders



Beginning jn>m the flr$mnm$

We had a friend crnnc round to take photographs. I'd take him tip on his tecs and then pus him 
into monkey ami so oil.

Ales.: That was before our first visit in Dart in Philadelphia in I9(i7. We visited Dart when we
came back to the Stales. We stayed with Killy [Wielopolska] in Philadelphia on the way back 
from England, from our first summer visit back to England, We changed our itinerary. Rather 
than going back through Boston to visit wnth Frank [Pierce Jones] on our way back from 
England as we usually did, we went to Philadelphia instead. We visited Dart in Philadelphia 
for a couple of days.

Joan: W'erd already been working on the Procedures before this first visit with Dart. Alex had already
spoken with him on the phone in England, That was through Walter, Dart and Alex established 
quite a rapport during dial first photic conversation. BoLh Dart and Alex got quite excited. This 
rapport grew over the following years. Then when we first visited Dan in person for those cou
ple of days at the Institutes in 1967, wc showed him what we had worked out connecting the 
Alexander Technique with lire material from his papers. At that {joint, Dari told us that it would 
be wonderful if the Institutes could arrange for us to come back the next year,

Alex; Yes, and then we did come back and we took the LOC. (IOC was the acronym for the
Intensive Orientation Course, which was a week-long course.) As luck would have it, the 
head of the music department at Michigan Slate, where I was teaching at the time was a 
keen amateur anthropologist. He really read widely in anthropology. He was longing to meet 
Dart and so we arranged a meeting. Wc got him a copy of the Adventures of the Missing 
Lmk'4 autographed by Dart. Because of this lucky connection, we had no trouble at all ever 
getting time off to go to Philadelphia and visit Dan. We went for this week of the IOC, 
which was when we came into contact with the Institutes and creeping and crawling. Dart 
hadn't written about the actual movement of creeping and crawling. He had described the 
creeping posture hut not the actual creeping and crawling movements, she developmental 
movement. So you can see why he became so interested in the work at the Institutes with 
the creeping and crawling,

The following Summer (we had visiled Dari in Philadelphia in February ), we went back to 
l jomlon and spent the whole summer with Walter Carrington, In a teachers’ refresher course., we 
put the participants through the Ftncedurcs, plus the creeping and crawling. Some of the teach
ers were incensed.

Joan: Outraged!

Alex: Outraged!

Marian: They didn't see a connection with the Technique? 9

9 Adventures of the Hissing Lint.. Raymond Date's auiohounqjhy. Publutied by The Belter Baby S’ntw, Philadelphia. 
Copyright 1959,1932 Raymond Dun,
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The Earh Dewtopmw of dm Part Procedures

Joan: No!

Alex: No!

Kevin; This is I96S?

Alex: That's right- Shortly afterward. Walter and Ditys wondered whether they ought to go to another
of the the Institutes’ IQCs, We said yes; we thought it was a great experience.

Juan: Well, we had dinner with Walter and Dilys and we were very enthusiastic about it. We had all
our papers and information from the course and the}' got all fired up.

Alex: But unfortunately, when Walter and Dilys did do the IOC, things had already changed at the
Institutes. At our IOC, there were probably 20 22 people on the course. It was given in a class
room not much bigger than an average living room, with four rows of desks on tiers. But w hen 
Walter and Oilys went, the Institutes had started using a sort of senate chamber; a circular hall 
hat! been built so that the Institutes could give bigger courses and presentations, Walter and 
Dilys ended up having 50 or 60 people at their IOC. They didn't get quite the same inunediaey 
of effect that we had experienced since they were having to work on top of everybody,

Joan: And they didn’t have the chance to work with Dan.

Alex: Dart was always around and really made time for us when we were there, Even so, Walter obvi
ously got a lot out of the IOC,

During our next summer back in London (in 1968}, when we were on vacation from die States, 
was when some other people became interested in this work, f think it was probably the follow
ing year, in 1969, that T was asked to do the book for Dart, because I’d been collecting Dart's 
articles and doing the bibliography, Through Dart's secretary' at the: Institutes, many of Dan’s 
papers were dug up. Delacato, one of the two Directors of the Institutes, found Dart’s papers 
very interesting, Pclacato realised that Dart had written much that the Institutes hadn’t known 
about previously. Tliey'd only known his writings on physical anthropology. So he asked Dari if 
he would pul Ids papers and articles together into a book(s). Dart replied that he hadn’t the time. 
That's when 1 became involved. They said to Dart, “we can get you a graduate, doctoral student 
to do the bcxik for you.” but he replied Lhat nobody else had really understood his writings, He 
said that 1 was the only one who had understood bis writings and so could 1 do the book? 
Delaeato then asked me, and I received a contract with Thomas, the publishers.

When we were back in England, we got Pam Hartman [Alexander Technique Teacher} to make 
drawings of the Procedures, She had been a cartoonist fot Walt Disney in California. Pam used 
to come over to our house aral sketch. That was probably the summer of 1969. That was as far 
as we got with developing the Procedures until 1971.1 had a sabbatical at that time and I 
received a grant through the University to visit Dart in South Africa for three weeks. It paid my 
fare and for three weeks stay in Juh'berg. Then 1 got the material together to send it to Thomas’s 
with a preface which I had written. When Thomas's saw it, they asked me for chapter outlines. 
When they saw tlto.se. they said, “Oh, there's no sale for reprints, we thought dris was going to

5
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be an original work.” I found tins udd because they’d reprinted a book of Temple Bay's10 arti
cles, though I think someone else had subsidized that.

Joan: Dart thought that Alex would be die person to write about his (Dart’s) work in layman’s terms.
Putting things iu terms tliat people other than non-specialists could understand was very impor
tant to Dart,11 12 But when it really came down to it. Alex found that he hadn't the time to do the 
book. Dart had written such a vast collection of papers.

Alex: By then I realized how much work was involved and 1 was too busy to continue. So we just
dropped it although I had a signed contract, That's where it was until David Alexander1^ became 
interested in 1984.1 sent him everything I had and said "use this if you would like to print it,” 
However there were some problems and he never published the material.

Id Ni.nifo&'iifgcon and preceptor to Glenn Dnman and Cart Macaw, founders nod director* at' the Institutes for the 

Achievement of Human Potential.

11 See Dart’s article, “Science and Science Writiag" Skill and Print (Desktop published IJ_S. edition), p. 269. “.„tbe 

scientist roust forget his jargtwt and make luuwelf intelligible... I [Dart] personally have been grateful for the last 40 y«ws to an 

Australian friend. He was Nelson Illingworth, a teacher of singing. We met again tn New York in 1920 when: I had gone as a 

Fellow of the Rockefeller Foundation. We had parted thiee years before and of course h» asked me what 1 bad been doing. 1 

could lind no phraseokjjy common to both. of us and eventually I vaid exasperaiMly ‘ How can I tdl you — a mustciam any

thing about things that are so utterly technical as the microscopic structure of the dog-fish brain?' Then be turned round on ire 
and said, ‘Let ms tell you, young fellow, chat if what you are doing is so abstruse jKat it ha» no meaning nod no message for roe 

or your common fellow nseo, it is useless. Cut it out’ ”

12 Publisher of the Alexander Review, Centerline Press
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Alexander and Dart—Perceiving Connections
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Kevin: rd like lo go back a little bit. Alex spoke earlier about what be had started to see in terms of the 
anthropoid and how that worked. I assume that was because Dart talks about it in his paper—the 
whole matter of weight bearing of the different parts, eic.^ But then you started to work with 
Dart directly. You showed him how you had connected the information and ideas dial he had 
presented in his papers with the Alexander Technique. Because you say in a couple of your arti
cles that it gave you some new insights into movement and that these were in line with what you 
had understood of the Technique. I'm wondering if this was the time period that the insights you 
were gaining from exploring and developing this work helped you to start to make more sense, 
or a little less of a mystery, out of taking somebody out of a chair,

Joan: Yes, you sec when we first started doing these procedures, I would observe Alex go through the
various stages—front lying down through to an upright stance. As I watched him. I came to 
some realizations which helped me to better understand primary control: the dynamic head, neck 
and torso relationship. As a result of these insights, I was able to help Alex enough so that he 
looks fairly good in this set of photos. {Joan indicates the 1 967 photos of Alex doing the 
Procedures Set A.J So these photos are the resull of this period of our initial work with the 
Procedures. Alex looks pretty good doing the Procedures in these pictures because we did our 
best to gel him going forward and up over the chair and to take hold of the chair.

One of the things I realized during that period was that movement had to involve balancing the 
head with the tail. You can see this wit!) the different angles of monkey in these photos. |Photos 
A2-A6)

Alex: For instance, I used to do matchstick Figures with the head and the tail. I saw that as you move 
down—as the head moves down, the tail moves back. It’s like a Dutch bridge: As your tail 
moves back over the fulcrum, your head moves forward over the fulcrum. The fulcrum is the 
ankle joints,

Joan: When we got back, 1 told Waller what I had realized. (That's as far as we got at that time with
this, with this lot here [Joan indicates 1967 photos - set A],) I said to him, “of course, this makes 
sense to me now!" Although later I realized dial it’s actually even suhtlcr. [Joan indicates] It’s 
this right up here Ithc suboccipital joint] always balancing with dial right in there [the hip joints]. 13

13 See Trie Postural Aspects of Malocchision".
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Marian; You're pointing to which area?

Alex: Itrs the first joint.

Joan: The sub-occipital joint.

Alex: Where the head nods and when: the pelvis nods, where the last moveable joints of the pelvis
are—the hip joints.

Marian: So you were immediately seeing the direct connection; you were using this to help you directly 
understand.,.

Joan: To understand the Technique.

Marian: Ami incorporate that understanding into your teaching?

Joan; Right.

Alex: I can’t really demonstrate it. Joan could probably. We used to do monkey by Letting the knees go 
with no connection between the head and tire tail,

Joan: Although it wasn't just monkey that 1 was thinking about. When I used to have to take people
straight up out of the chair, I would Lhink, “neck free, head to go forward and up, back to 
lengthen and widen”—arid I'd hope for the best that the student was going to stand straight up’ 
But 1 didn't really understand how or why tills should work and I would get very frustrated, 
Finally, one day I thought, “to hell with this1” and I “tossed” the person forward and up over 
her knees and feet to standing! It worked! But ii didn’t involve any real skill; you can do this 
with anyone and lire person has to follow her head- However, I started to think about why 
doing this larger movement to take the student forward and up had worked so easily. Because 
even though I had done this more gross type of a movement to stand die student up, it had 
taken almost no real effort on my part. I hadn't strained or braced to stand the student up and 
the sLudent hadn't strained or braced And it suddenly occurred to me—it had worked so easily 
because of the natural counterbalance. I'll demonstrate this with Kevin. I Kevin is seated in a 
chair.] To get Kevin forward and up over his knees and feet, his head and his whole shoulder 
girdle move forward and up over his knees and feet. (Joan stands Kevin up by bringing his 
head neck arid torso forward, his head and shoulder girdle come over the knees and feet and he 
straightens his legs to stand.}

1 told Walter about this, “so it’s the head here |the front pari of the head), that balances the 
pelvis there |the back part of the pelvis], that brings about the antagonistic action"14 So you take

14 The term “antagonistic action”, as it i* used here, Involves the counterpoise of weights t.oi the bead and pelvis) 

and the interaction of the flexors and extensors of the musculature.
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the person forward and up over the knees and feet"’' 'Ricn after that we started taking people 
quite a long way forward over ihe knees and feet to stand up and to sit down, However, as I 
came to a better understanding of how this balance works. I realized how- you ran go straight 
down into and out of the chair from any angle: from there, from there, or from there! [Joan 
points to 1967 photos A l -A5 showing stages of the head/neck/torso bending from squats to 
monkey to upright positions.)

Alex: .Also, if you look, at these photos | A4 <ft A5], I can see problems with my use here. If you turn 
this photo so it looks as though I’m lying in semi-supine, if you bend the legs from there, die 
knees would tend to go out and up as they bend, There's room to get into a squat when you bend 
the legs out that way [bending the knee wide of the torso, in die same type of relationship as a 
baby bending the knee up and flexing the foot to crawl from prone; see photos B3. B4. B6, B7» 
Set G], But I’d never get into a squat from the way I'm doing monkey in these photos, the way 
mv legs arc in these photos.

Joan: No, because your feet are too close together,

Alex: If you went to take my legs out from dial position, you’d bend them out and away from the torso
[see B7|.

Joan: Well, those arc things that we’ve developed along the way. Anyway, to go hack, that was first
time I thought to myself. “Wow! So it's the head forward and up and the hips back."

Kevin: So it made more sense of antagonistic action'.'

Joan; Yes. And I started to work much better widi Alex. These photos show part of tlte result of how 1 
was working at that time. I diink that I first took him up on his toes and then the photo was 
taken with him just standing there.

Marian: So what you were learning from this and developing and presenting as the Dart Procedures was 
more lhan what Dart had presented in his papers?

Alex: Oh yes.

Joan: Because when Alex was trying them out, he didn’t look very well coordinated, and yet he didn’t
look like an ape because an ape would he more rounded, more in a curve.

Marian; hi the upper torso urea?

Jirnn: Yes. Looking at this photo, [indicates photo #A<j] if his head was a little lower down, if the butt
was lower down, he would look more like an ape. But what we warned to do first was to get him 
to lengthen as best we could, in the context of how we understood lengthening at that time. We 
uied our best to maintain tire lengthening for The photographs.

Alex: We also did a lot of thinking of changing to the upright vertical position from horizontal, going 
through ISO degrees, which is what lying on the front instead of cite back does. For instance, you

9
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can look at diese photos of me doing squats [photos A6. A7] turned at an angle, so it looks as 
though I’m lying down. When I look at these photos of me, I can see the shortening around 
through the front. But when you think about it, you should be able to have the same (up to a cer
tain point), similar sort of length whatever way you are. [See photos, set L.) That's why you 
work on a table,

Marian: The same amount of length however deep a squat or monkey you're doing?

Alex: Yes, so when you’re lying on the tabic, it's like being upright, supported against a wall, [See
photos, set L.) Some people have tried this out, including. Alexander who used die door exercise.

Marian: That’s mentioned in his early writings.

Alex: From I91D, yes. Alexander had the student support himself using a doori-\ But of course, these 
are the types of things that you do when you don’t have much skill as a teacher yet and you're 
looking for things to do to improve yourself. These are the types of experiments that Alexander 
was doing in the early Stages of the Technique and that we were doing initially with Lite Dart 
Procedures. But Alexander’s skill (whatever you'd like to call it, skill or use) developed. By 
1934 he said that he could get it "whether they wanted it or not!” When his first training course 
started, he'd already been teaching for 40 years! But he'd initially taught by talking, die sort of 
verbal instruction that Y. a teacher-trainee, wants. In the early stages of the Technique he'd have 
argued with Y. He’d have told her no and this is the way and this is what it’s about. You still 
hear some people teach in chat way. It's only when you get sufficiently frustrated and skilled that 
you are quiet; what is the point of talking with people who want it ill words?

Joan: And yet obviously you’ve got to explain something.

Alex: Yes, but you've got to have something to put ill the place of talking as well. Alexander was
dcvelirping his understanding, He was getting results and when he did. he didn’t need the words, 
the verbal instructions, Alexander’s hands-on work and his concurrent refinement of positions of 
mechanical advantage was something that evolved over the yean. The developmental type of 
work, such as the Dan Procedures, helped us to have a better understanding of what Alexander 
was doing. For instance, you can’t start the hands on work with the skill and subtlety that 
Alexander had alter forty years of teaching. People may want to think that they can begin with 
that kind of skill, but of course, no one has done that, No one has developed anywhere near his 
level of skill. You’ve got to go through the kinds of stages Alexander went through in-between. 
The developmental work can provide a means for understanding what Alexander may have been 
seeing as he developed his knowledge and skill. And this is basically what we showed Dan, 15

15 See KM. Akxordw, ‘‘Supplement to Re Kduearion of the Kinesthetic System-, Coixenwi with the Development 
of Robust Physical Well-Being'', April 19(0 Rcpnnicd in Articlet ami Lecmm, Articles. Published Letters, and Lectures ob the 

F.M. Alexander Technique by F. Matthias Alexander (Jean Putter, ed.) London: Mouricz Press, ItfftS. pp. 103-1 US.
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III.
Explaining the Procedures to Dart

Kevin: .So you were ai a stage in 1967-68 where you Maned to see settle of what you've just been talk
ing about in terms of this antagonistic balance and what it meant about getting in and out of the 
chair? This wax before die first time you met Part in Philadelphia?

Joan: Yes.

Kevin: This wax pan of what you showed Part when you met him that first lime in Philadelphia, these 
connections?

Jinan: Yes, and that's why Dart was so absolutely floored!

Marian: Because you were showing him the actual direct connections between...

Alex: Between what Dart had written...

Joan: Between that and Alexander!

Marian: Because you had seen how that could help explain wliat Alexander had obviously known and 
understood even though Alexander himself hadn’t particularly looked at developmental, phylo
genetic positions and movement to develop his knowledge? Presumably he was so incisive in 
his thinking and so observant that he wouldn’t have needed to focus on developmental move
ment in particular?

Joan: Right

Kevin: Because obviously people in the Alexander community, including Alexander himself, had seen 
Dan’s papers 10 or 15 years before. I even remember Walter saying somewhere that Alexander 
approved of Dart’s articles but nobody seemed to make a practical connection between the 
Technique and his articles.

Joan: Yes, that’s exactly what Dart told us.

Alex: Well I said to Dart, “did you ever get any (I didn’t say feedback because that wasn’t a term used 
in those days) enquiries from dentists?" {He’d written the “Postural Aspects of Malocclusion” 
for diem and l wanted to know if any of them had tried it out and what they’d found out)

ll
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Nobody had. I was the first person to come to him to talk about his articles, The articles had 
addressed the medical profession in South Africa and the denial profession. I took h for granted 
that people would have read them and been excited about the information they presented.5'1 I 
was just naive. On our first visit with Dart in Philadelphia, when we explained to him v/haL we 
had been doing, he couldn't remember himself what he had written! So he ran down die hill 
will) his papers to took up what he’d written years before!

Joan: And we didn't see him after that on that particular day. We said goodbye and he went off run
ning! When we got there cite next morning, he said “oh, I'm glad to see you." 1 can remember it 
so clearly. “Come into my office," he said, “you can't imagine how exciting this is to me!” He 
had reread what he’d written.

Marian: In light of what you had explained to him?

Joan: Yes. Dart said to us. “You know you're going to make a lot of enemies! But that doesn’t matter.
The three of us understand 1M17

Kevin: That’s an interesting point, Because he hadn’t gotten feedback from other people but he had 
obviously gotten some kind of feedback. He had met Alexander and had the lesson with him. 
They liked each other. Alexander liked his works.18

Alex: Apparently Alexander said, “poor Dart”, Dart didn't have the opportunity to have more than a
few lessons with Irene Tasker and the one lesson with Alexander.

Kevin: Didn’t lie?

Alex: No. We had the impression that Alexander people had sort of dismissed Dart. * * * * 11 * * * IS

16 See Raymond Dwt SUB and Poise (tJ.5 ■ Desktop ptMisbed edition) “A Phylogenetic Appro#* to Therapy", “...I

{jfiiitx whether jtnany of my specinlising colleagues imbibed the contents <rf diuse papers that were published in three different

journals. Probably still fewer people base discovered that they fanned for me a trilogy about the same subject—the human

body as a whole.”

11 Dart may have nude these commons because of his own experiences with presenting his discoveries and ibeoriex 

ui his colleagues nix) htenuse nl'hi* particular way erf dealing with the* experiences See Philip V. TiAias,"Biographical 
Sketch and Appreciation" in Skeit and Poise {desktop published U.S. edition) p X: "The discovery [australopitheaw africamisl 

and Dan's claims. evoked a storm of controversy. in ihc scientific press, His views ware attacked as extravagant'*, "If the &-year 

dd Datx*s reception by the scientific world was frigid, the attitude of some members of the public was. frankly, damning!"' and

"The avalanche nf which Dan's claims—now seen to be modest in the Ii}T.ri- of lain discoveries—brought open lus bead was

such as to have deflected a lesser man front his standpoint; but Dart remajricd firmly by his original views, although be set out

upon no crusade to convince an unwilling world ”

IS See Expftrwra? the Alexander Technique, The Writings of h Muahias Alexander. In Cmrersmtofi with Writer 

Carrington and Sean Carer. Crest Britain: Sheldrake Press, 1992, p. 114.
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Joan: We initially met Dan only because Waller and Dilys were invited to meet him for dinner (hack
in London) hut they were unable to make it. Walter suggested that Alex get together with Dan 
because of Alex's interest in Dan’s malocclusion article. Well, we couldn’t meet him because wc 
were visiting Alex's parents in the north. But Alex phoned Dan. They both got so excited and 
enthused that they ended up speaking for half and hour on the phone long distance. Long dis
tance calls were more of a big deal in those days; Alex’s parents, with whom we were visiting, 
were quite alarmed over the phone bill.

Alex; No one else had shown any real interest in Dart's papers or die possible practical connection of 
his ideas to the Alexander iechnique.

Kevin: That's interesting to me because of the articles that I’ve read regarding Alexander and Coghill 
and Alexander and Magnus, where die connections between these scientists’ works and 
Alexander are extremely well presented. But still, even those articles seem to be more...

Alex; Theoretical,

Kevin: ... like theoretical bolstcrings or support for the Technique. And 1 don’t know whether
Alexander just didn't see Dart’s papers as theoretically bolstering but in no case was there a 
practical connection made, Did you work on Dart when you first showed him''

Joan: No. I never worked on Dart. I worked with Alex, I would like to have worked on Dart. Though
in a way I don’t really think that it mattered too much. But even Dan knew- it was too revolu
tionary in a sense for most Alexander people to want to deal with. ( think I was very apprehen
sive about saying too much, although l knew that Walter was delighted about what I'd said 
about die chair—about the counterbalance of the head and pelvis in positions of mechanical 
advantage. That you could take die student forward to stand the student up; what's important is 
getting the natural counterbalance, not a '‘right" position. Because dieti die next trainees I saw 
him working with were the Avaks. At that time, trainees usually had to wait a year before doing 
any "hands-on" on the training course. But there was Walter saying to me, ‘look how well this 
works!" And there was Ed Avak. with his hand on somebody, I don't remember whom, taking 
die student a long way forward and up to move Slim out of the chair and then back again.

f'hat was as far as we went with showing people at dun time. However, when Dart said, "1 think 
you’re going to make a lot of enemies!" I thought, "yes, how would we explain this to most 
Alexander people?" because to them you never "pulled the head back”. I mean even here [Joan 
indicates the 196? photos of Alex doing the Procedures, set A|, you can see wc were trying a bit 
too hard to keep his head forward and up in these photos. No we ended up with him fixing a bit 
rather than really getting the length and width with his head naturally going forward and up,

Marian I noticed that the figure creeping on all fours in the Dart Procedures poster...

Joan: The figure is creeping with its. head down. Most Alexander people still do it that way. A few
years ago T did try to explain the coordination involved in creeping. I was showing how creep
ing and crawling works. I was demonstrating from a creeping position on alt fours and I 
explained that when a baby looks up and then sits back, his head adjusts naturally forward and

13
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up! Bui the baby doesn’t fix tils head in a “forward and up” position to craw I or creep.|(> [.Sec 
photos, sets H-D, F. G. R, S, and l,'.]

Ales: The baby isn’t “dropping the nose”!

Marian; Dropping the nose to crawl—that’s unnatural?

Joan: Yes, it’s fixing.^

Ales: If you’re going to do what Pm doing there [photo A51, it looks like I’m starting a somcrsaulL I
should be continuing on with dropping my head, continuing in that direction, like a somersault, 
or looking up and going the other way and lengthening, extending out. One or the oilier, but 
what I’m doing in this photo is trying to keep it right; this isn’t poised; it’s static,
That’s what Dart said about the Technique! HIc said the trouble with the Technique in his opin
ion. was that it had...

Joan: Got static!

Alex; And that was because Alexander, after teaching for forty years, had such consummate skill that 
hy 1930 he could take people straight up and down. But his teacher-trainees started trying to do 
work at this level of refinement immediately!

Joan: Watching F.M, now, I can now see what he was doing. Before. I could watch his movie until I
was blue in the face and it never meant it thins to me—but now 1 can sec what he’s doing!

Marian: You’ve gotten to this level of understanding of what F.M. was doing through your development 
of the Dart Procedures and the other developmental movement work you’ve done?

Joan: Yes!

Marian: It’s just struck me, because I have just read several articles in which these positions seem to he 
treated in somewhat similar ways to how Dart explained them originally, before he had contact * 20

1 9 A baby generally looks at something, usually ut what he’s moving fowani, when he creeps on all fours. The baby 

Uxiki up by moving his head up (lather than fixing hris head in a forward and up position with the laee facing directly fcwvanl 
the floor); lengthening as a whole this way enables the extern sots uf his back to help with the creeping movement Developing 

the extensor musculature in this way helps the baby to eventually maintain an upright stance. See “The Auaifuncu of Poise" 

Skill and Poise 5TAT Books, p. 149, , The head moves it) human beings in tinier to extend the range of vision, ”

20 See Dart 1’focedurcs power (titled"' The Attainment nf Poise, Ais Aacntotrnsds Tribute to F.M, Alexander” jL See 

nlw> illustrations of the Dan Procedures in Skill ctfikl1 Poise, {LtthkNU: STAT Books, 1996, pp. 164 - 178), In these illustrations, 
due figures in the creeping jxisatioo stow the head and neck in an unnatural fixed "“eyes down” position. In general, the figures 

in these iJjujtratititts appear rigid and unnatural Oather than accurately representing the natural counterpoise of the head and 

pelvis, the natural lengthening involved with the efficient supjiurl of tto bony parts, etc. K



Explaining the Prvtxdumx to Dues

With you. They’re described without explaining the: haste connections which you had shown 
Dart. However, these arc the connections that make them die “Dart Procedures". Although these 
articles say that the Dan Procedures are a "non-doing” thing, they seem to be describing them as 
a separate set of awareness type of exercises or positions that just somehow complement the 
Alexander Technique. The Dan Procedures {as you developed them and as Dart then understood 
them.) are really a practical learning toed for understanding the Technique itself? ft seems as 
though you developed and Used these procedures and your later work with developmental move
ment as illustrations in the same way as Alexander used his illustrations to show how primary 
or optimal coordination works. This is why Dart was so excited about the way you'd connected 
the information in his papers to the Technique. And these procedures can be used to further 
explain Alexander's illustrations?

Joan; Yes, The Procedures arc abouL positions of mechanical advantage. But they Ye not fixed. 
Alexander's positions of mechanical advantage were not fixed positions.21 * 23

Marian: Given that Dart was excited about the work and insights that you had developed, how is it that 
what you had done became known as the Dart Procedures'? Why not simply the Procedures?

Alex; Well, we called them Lhe Dart Procedures out of affection and respect for Dart. If we hadn't
come across him. the Procedures wouldn't have been developed. And he was very encouraging.

Joan; Very!

Alex; He was very good to both of us and to tire Technique. He was very moved when we showed him 
what we had done and we were very moved by his reaction.

Joan; He said that KM. was u voice crying in the wilderness. I think we first started calling them the 
•‘Dart Procedures" when Pam Hartman started drawing the different sequences.

Alex; Well my enthusiasm, when we went back into class, was really from the influence of Dart, Here 
was this wonderful old boy, 74 years old, running down the hill to gel his papers, wbo’d spent a 
lot of time with us. He was a world famous anthropologist and he treated us as though he'd 
known us all his life! He was like that with a lot of people. It was flattering, reassuring, and 
inspiring. Dart also encouraged Walter to train larger numbers of teachers because that’s what 
the Institutes were embarked upon.

21 An early definition Alexander gave of 'position of raeehnikiiJ «Jvnnt*j|r': “In rhe process of creating a cn^xdina- 

uoo one psycho-physical factor provides * pastiinn of riguEfy by means til which die moving parts are held to to live WiOcfc in 

which their function « curried cue.. The attitude of rigidity... is called the position of mechanical advantage'", from the 1910 Mi-

uuii ut Man i Supreme InhetiKoet. "Re-«hic&tksi of the Kinesthetic Systems", Interestingly, Dart explains that progressive 

cvotuoonaiy, ootogenelk sages nf movement art; bused on successive stages of various parts uf the body acting as “fixed” or

“rijg«r (tint static) mechanical fnlcm. These “position* of rigidity” provide the means for the natural development of more 
soptn.sueatcd {higher evolutionary and ontogenetic) tactionnl and mechanically efficient movements. See ‘The Postural 
Aspects of Malocclusion” Skill and Poise STAT Books edition, pp. 101-106 Icditor's italic-SI

IS
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Joan: Dan said 10 us and then to Walter, "slop trying to justify the Technique: gel on and teach teachers!”

Alex: That was the most important thing to Dart. Because that's what the Institutes felt was the most
important. Dart agreed with the Institutes that their pttrpose was to teach parents how to deal 
with their brain-injured children. Give the parents something to work on and to hell with the 
AMA, which was criticizing them for not being, not working in the medical framework. But the 
Institutes fell between two stools because they kept trying to justify their work. They spent a lot 
of time on that, and of course it wasn't on such a solid basis. Dart really would have liked live 
Technique to have been involved there but It was such an end-gaining establishment.

Joan: Dart had us give a demonstration there.

Alex: Yes. we went back a couple of times and worked with people.

Joan: But it would have been extremely difficult to work there on an oo-going basis. It would have
been exhausting. Although at the time I felt as though we would have done anything for Dari; he 
was so incredible.



The Alexander Technique, Dart, and the Flute

Kevin: So there you were: it was the late 1960s, early 1970s and you were doing the Procedures when 
you went hack to London—working with the students on the training program there. Alex, you 
were probably doing some of this on a regular basis, either on your own..,

Alex: Yes, I used to do it on my own. and when I wen? to Johannesburg to visit Dart. I showed Dan
and anyone who was interested, 1 showed physical therapists. I gave talks on it when 1 was vis
iting there.

Marian: Earlier when you were talking about this, you said you began working with the backs of the 
hands down and then came up working through each anthropoid#! position one linger joint at a 
time. You immediately noticed that in doing it this way you naturally worked your way into 
Alexander’s "hands on the back of the chair1That was one of the first things you worked with?

Alex; Yes indeed. Thai's when I said that playing the flute cart be approached from the hands on the 
back of the chair For instance, you can lay the flute on the seat of the chair. From hands on the 
back of the chair, you reach over and lightly pick up the the flute between dse fingers and 
thumbs; then suptaale the left hand—as in playing. This changed my thoughts on lingering the 
instrument. Because when you put a key down, if you put it down like that: the finger goes 
down and comes up. goes down and comes up, [Alex demonstrates flicking die finger away 
from the key.] It’s a sort of a ctrcuiar movement that way, away from you. Instead of putting the 
fingers on the keys by pushing down on them, as flute people will tell you, "this is the right way 
to play the flute. You move the fmeers in a curved position, moving from the knuckles with the 
fingers remaining curved," But you don’t! You flick the finger away and it continues round back 
to the key and goes up again. You send die fingers up. Instead of grasping, you thrust.

Marian: So it’s as if you were flicking your hands up from the anthropoidat, back of the hands down 
position.

Alex: Yes. It’s extension and your back is going away from the tips of the fingers all the lime. You’re
going hack and up. So that connected with playing the flute right away. Thai’s one of the things 
that 1 thought about and worked on a hit. I've tried to teach it directly, all the things 1 learned 
myself, but you need a lot uf Alexander work' before this really makes sense.

Joan: The only person who's ever really gone into this (because she had to) was /, | flutist/Alexander
Teacher|, because she had a pull in the fingers that pulled right into her palm. She had a tendon
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sticking up and she couldn't do anything—it shortened, so that her fingers were just stuck. But 
going through this really helped her stop the shortening so that she could use her fingers and 
hand normally again.

IS



Parallels and Connections

Kevin: In your daily Alexander teaching during the late !9&0>s until the Mart of your Training Program 
in 1977, were you working with people with the Procedures regularly?

Joan: Oh definitely yes, I was working with the students all the way through them,

Kevin: Through to squatting'’

Joan. No, Never into squatting. 1 didn’t do squatting for quite a long time. I didn't have die confi
dence, I was going as far as this [Joan points to photo A4 of monkey] and into the chair, And 
doing table work. Just bringing about lengthening and widening. 1 never went down as far as 
this with die students [pointing to photo A6j. It was only later that we started doing the deeper 
squats.

Kevin: So you were still seeing things at the level of balance, of antagonistic action, support from dif
ferent parts effecting development of different joints.22

Marian: Which is what Dan was interested in and wrote about. But you were actually making even 
more connections between die Dart work and the Technique.

Joan: Right.

Marian: Were you doing deep squats by the time Kevin started his training in 1977?

Joan: No, 1 would do this with Kevin [Joan indicates photo A4J. Because when Kevin first had
lessons, every time I got him into monkey I nearly went nuts! (But only because I lacked the 
skill myself.) I kept trying, without any real success, to get him to go into monkey without him 
going into his habitual pulls, But then I started finding that doing the Dart work helped to brine 
about improvement, 1 remember that I would get Kevin into monkey and he’d be fine, Then as 
soon as we went any further into a squat, he would drop; he would shorten in front. He would 
shorten just as Alex does a bit in this photo. [Joan indicates picture A6-] Now, the reverse move 
meni, coming back to an upright stance, would be fine to a certain point. Then Kevin would

22 Sec -Hie Postural Aspects <yf Malucdusual". Skiff md Poiff, STAT Boot* edsuon, pp. 97-106 (desktop pub

lished U S Edition, pp. 1M--172).
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push straight back into his old pattern again, which involved pushing the upper back back, 
instead of leaving the length and moving the whole torso.

Then I found that doing the anthropoid type of squat could help bring about and maintain the 
lengthening and widening. And Kevin was able to inhibit going into his usual partem Before 
taking him into monkey, I would place a chair in front of him with the seat side facing toward 
him As I brought Kevin into monkey and then gradually into a deeper squat [with the torso 
approximately parallel to the floor], I had him allow his hands [finger Lips] to touch the chair. 
Then his fingers joints and then his wrists would gradually start to fold with die palms up as he 
bent Ids knees to go into a deeper squat. As be continued to bend his knees, his elbows would 
fold and his head and shoulders would come Lo rest on the chair. This really got him to lengthen 
and widen right out of his usual pattern. Then I would try to get him to leave die lengthening 
and widening alone as I brought him back to an upright stance. This was an cve opener, I started 
using this type of procedure with a lot of people because it worked so well.

Marian: So it brings about the lengthening and widening all the way from the neck through under the 
arms around the torso and into the pelvis, You’re lengthening the entire double spiral.

Kevin: f remember what a difference that made to do that, to flatten out like dial, how it did give me a 
sense of real connection through my back,

Joan: But what's so great about doing ibis is that it totally frees up the breathing and sends the floating
ribs back into place. To my mind, this is even better than lying on your back [in semi-supine 
with books under the head|. Because if I go forward, IJoan demonstrates a full bend over the 
teaching table; her knees bend; her torso and tread come to lie on die table. Joan's arms rest on 
the table with the elbows bent outwards. Her palms are facing up; the backs of her hands are 
lying on the table beneath hcr| if you flipped me over onto my back from here, this would be 
like lying on the table. But instead the floating ribs, which Alexander emphasized, are being 
sent back already. But you have to work to release the ribs when people are lying down. And 
this is what 1 like about it in addition now. which I didn't see when I was first doing these types 
of squats. Watch my back. If I do the type of lengthening/extcnston stimulation that I did with S 
in patterning”, I'd go like that. [Joan demonstrates lifting her head and bringing herself further 
forward over her hands with her arms resting on the table.] This stimulates the extensors and I 
lengthen out of the lower back and pelvis a bit. [Then Joan rests her head (on its side.) and torso 
on the table,] Aud l lengthen out again. [Joan demonstrates Same extending movement again.]

Marian; So it’s just that simple lifting of die head (with the torso and arms still lying on the table),
rather like a baby, but from a position dial’s adjusted for adult proportions. That brings about die 
lengthening and widening without any extraneous habitual effort or movement because you're 
being supported by the table'.’ Your arms and shoulders are just resting there'?

Joan: Right! 23

23 Fee a description of "patterning", see “More Developmental Movement" chapter of ltiu text.
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Kevin: But again dial wasn’t there when you were doing the antliropoid $q uai with the backs of the 
hands on the chair with me when 1 was training in the late 1970s,

Juan: Oil no. This is something I’ve understood and developed much more recently,

Alex: Well, basically what we’re talking about now are positions of mechanical advantage. Which may 
or may not seem natural to someone, depending on their use. their already established habits, as 
FMA said.^ But when you have developed only a certain amount of skill, if you use these in 
teaching you can get so much more than if you fail to use these positions of mechanical advatt 
tage. But as your skill develops you can get similar effects with fewer, less extreme positions- 
PM was eventually able to get results just by working on somebody silting there and moving 
him/her back and forth in the chair. But that was only after Alexander had already been teaching 
for many years. And his teaching had changed over the years. You sec by 1923 when CCC was 
published, or CCCI [laughter! (J. Staring points out that Alexander teachers, despite what FMA 
said about Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual, still insist on referring to it as 
CCC)—for instance, by 1923 the chair illustration was done sitting, But in 1910 the chair exer
cise was done standing up, coming forward and up over the chair that the hands were to take 
hold of* It w-as also the whole hand on the chair in 1910, If you carefully read his early writ
ings, you see the difference between the monkey using the hands in 1910, "the four finders art- 
kept quite straight on rhe one side ofihe chair" and 1923, which was more refined, “diefingers 
quite straight from the first joints of the fingers to the tips. [Sec Set H. |

Joan: It's also inclining forward and seated art the chair in 1923.

Alex; And it’s going forward and up over the chair that the hands arc holding. Sit by 1923 he was 24 25 26

24 See PAL AtexaaikC'fite-Educatiori of the Kmwthetk Systems Concerned with the Development iti Kubuxi 
Physical Well Being”, Mart '.i Supretne inherimnet. 19 SO.

25 Raymond Dart explained die importance of certain fundamental phylogenetic (cpmhnatkn) ctnuicdkm* between 

standing and squatting positions and sitting ptwitinms. See “An ArnnemiM's tribute to ftM. Alexander" pp. 35 and 38, ml ‘The 

AHatmacnt of Poise", pp 147-149, “Just as the perfection of the squatting posture Is as absolute prerequisite for acquiring the 

humanoid peruudt, iicxiue of aillies, knees, and hips, forward jncHnatirm nF head and trunk, flc.uu* ol Uu: tnuik and flexure of 
the rebxed arms"l antegrade posture, w the perfection ol the silting pearuse appears so be an absolute prerequisite for acquir

ing the human [upright) raihugnufe postuh.V Skill md Poise STAT Books edition

26 Tbe emire hand maintains contact with the efcur (1910k The distal parts of the nogers nod thumb maintain con
tact with the chair (1923).The 191tl ‘iHustrabMi was related to lifting a chair. The 197-3 version was related to a more refined 

cixstdinaiHsn of “thittkiag of pulling Ibe back «rf the chair aparT. Front a FunctuaiaS phylogenetic type of perspective, the 1923 

version i-s an advanced type of ccionlinaium mvuUittg oppoaruon of the finger tips and thumb Tip This type of coordinatiofi of 

the fingers .mows liw niurc refined sxtpliisucac-cd manipulation of tools, etc, The jdawuwwt of the hand in the 191(> version, in 

which larger areas of the fingers and thumb oppose each re her, involve, a less suphuttkaied type of coordination for grasping 

ate manipulation
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working with the student sitting in the chair. He did talk about the seated in the chair position in 
1908, but then he used books to get the lengthening and the widening.*7 So he pulled people out 
in 1908, From what we’ve heard and read, it seems that he used leverage with some prodding to 
bring about change, because he hadn't yet developed his understanding of how to use his hands 
at that point in time. It was only by 1914 that his skill and knowledge had developed enough so 
that he was using inhibition in using his hands rather than the more leverage type of work dun 
he’d been doing earlier.

Marian: Where did Alexander use the books?

Alex. Behind the student, between the shoulder blades.

Joan: |demonstrates on Marian] You see if you’ve got a bunch of books here...

M arian: So just behind the upper back with the books against the hack of the chair

Joan; If you lift your chest up, there you arc. There’s a Victorian, You bring a laced lady hack there
like that [sitting with the upper back supported bv books| and hold her there. You can then bring 
her ribs back to free them

Alex: You can see that Alexander was using leverage at chat point in his teaching.

Joan: It’s said that lie would get frustrated and he would say, ’‘Now leave yourself alone!”

Alex: But by 1923 with the chair exercise (in answer to Gerald Lee’s plagiarism26), he would take
someone very gently forward back and forth from the hips. (That was the important thing, get
ting freedom in the hips, He said il’s like moving an inch thick pine buard forward. But if you 
use that same amount of energy when you uy to teach, you find that you can't move people in 
the chair this way because they're Uk> pulled down. That's why you have to keep repeating the 
experience and geuing the .student to inhibit and direct.) This is in the illustration FMA gave in 
the 1923 edition of Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual, the “hands on the back of 
the chair”. He was taking people forward with iheix hands bolding the hack of the chair and then 
standing them up from there. I think that each of these is a more subtle stage in mechanical 
advantage!

Then, by 1932, once he knew of Magnus's work, once he realized, as everybody says, the head 
leads—the body follows, by then he was able to demonstrate it! He could do what some teachers 
are always trying to do—this dramatic freeing of the head and neck, then moving people. But by 27 28

27 See F.M. Alexander, “Reeducation of the KHiaeatheuc Systems”, December 190S. Reprinted in Articles and 

Lectures t/can Fisher, ed.) pp. 82-81, London: Mount* Press 1995

28 Gerald Lee was a student of KM. Alexander*. After finishing a course of kssuits with Alexander, be wrote two 
books in which he described bis version of the Alexander Technique: The Ghost in the White Hem* (1920) and Invisible ExerrUe 

(New York, 1922). See Frank Pierce Joaes Body Awareness w Action New York: Schocken Books 1976,1979. pp. 37-33
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then he had a tremendous amount of experience. From 1914 onward, he'd been using inhibition 
using his hands instead of just proitding as lie had presumably done earlier. lie told Frank Pierce 
Jones that in 1914 he was learning a new wav of using has hands.**

I alter, in 1933, he said that he could get in three days what had taken three weeks before. Well, 
what was the old way? Probably what everybody wants to do at first, what G [a teacher-trainee] 
wants to do. Pull and prod, which is perfectly okay if somebody is like that, [Alex demonstrates 
stereotypical Victorian posture] with die ribs tip and the back hollowed. You pin books there 
behind the upper back on the back of tire chair and then you poll the student back from the Heat
ing ribs. What’s wrong with that? It it improves, helps the person? However, then fie realized 
that the less you do. the better the results. But if you try directly to gel into the later stages, if 
you try to imitate directly what FM was doing in 1933 and you don’t go through any of die 
stages he went through to get to that point of refinement, if you start off by not ‘'doing" any
thing. which is how Joan ami I had originally leamt it, directing ourselves blue in the face in 
order to get somebody up. well then you’re not going to get anywhere 1 You end up fixing, which 
is what Dari w as so concerned about. So you’ve got to go through die learning process of mak
ing relatively gross movements to get somebody up, in move someone, You’ve got to bring the 
student's head forward and keep his head and shoulders over his knees or w hatever. It's doing 
this type of tiling that teaches you.

The developmental movement and positions also involve less sophisticated movements and 
positions. But it’s because they are larger and less refined that you can begin to sec more clearly 
and easily what is involved with mechanical advantage and antagonistic action. Then a* you 
progress up die developmental ladder, die movements and positions become increasingly sophis
ticated and refuted, It’s doing the less refined types of things first that teaches you. Once you’ve 
seen things at a cruder level with a larger or less refined movement, you can begin to understand 
the process at a more sophisticated and subtle level, This is basically what Alexander was doing 
as he developed the Technique. And that’s the purpose of Lhe Dart Procedures and working w ith 
developmental movement.

Now Lire more you use a lot of energy in doing larger cruder movements with getting people out 
of a chair, elm. die less likely you are to become more subtle. So what you then have to do is 
keep on constantly refining it, lessening the interference. So that you can tell when you're mak
ing a mess, which is basically similar to whatever you learn, as in playing the flute. All the lime 
I’m trying to find easier ways of doing the same thing, You accept what you can do [work from 
wherever one's skill, use, and understanding are at the moment] and then say, “now can I do it 
any easier*?", not “can I do it any better'?’’—make a better sound. You accept; “well, that was the 
best sound I can make right now, cun I make it in an easier way?’’

Kevin; Then why not? 29

29 See Body Mammt in Aation by Frank Pierce Jones, p. 31. "In 1914 lie was just beginning so find n new way uf 

ovifijr bis luiiids in teaching. By applying the inhibitory control to the it* of hi* bands he »«s learning to make changes in a 

pupil dun were different from ordinary manipulations wr ptmiuial adjustments.” p 51, "tie was becoming increasingly skilled in 

she use o# his bauds and less deperafent <sn wuuls to convey his rneaninj; "
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Alex: Basically that’s what were working for, but you’ve got to do something (work from where
one's actual use and undemanding are at that moment]. Then you can begin to nai do what is 
extraneous. (Inhibit, refine and develop from there.]

Kevin: And not he subtle before (one’s skill, use and understanding have sufficiently developed (o be 
subtle].

Alex: Right! If you were to see Alexander doing the Procedures that are shown in these crude pictures
here [1967 photos of Alex demonstrating Dart Procedures - set A] you would really see the dif
ference between him and me in use. But no amount of imitating would make me or anyone else 
do what he was able to do. Suppose someone wants to lift his leg over the chair as well as 
Alexander, Well, what is there in throwing your leg over a chair like that','

Joan: Well, it’s hard for most people to really see the subtleties. You can literally see F.M. lengthen as
he does that.

Alex: I think possibly {from what 1 remember of him) someone like Fred Astaire might have been
able to sec it and have done something similar [understood the use required to lift die leg over 
the chair in die same natural way as FMA had done]. But he's an exception and he kept his 
mobility all his life.

Kevin: He probably did a lot of what you wrould call crude or vigorous movements. He wasn’t trying to 
do refined movements all of die time. Fred Astaire probably worked, as you described it, from 
the cruder to the more subtle.
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More Developmental Movement

Kevin: What about creeping and crawling? When did you start working with that aspect of this wort 
again?

Alex: Well, you were on the first training course 11977-80], Kevin, and yuo may remember what you 
did that first year or so,

Kevin: Well, I've been trying to and of course to some extent it blurs a little bit, I do remember die
focus on the back of the hands and coming up joint by joint and stopping and directing in each 
position, Or going dow n joint by joint. I also remember you talking about boxers and coming 
away like Muhammed Ali, Cassius Clay. That's mainly what 1 remember, I don't remember that 
we were creeping and crawling-" at dial point although 1 remember that you were working with 
it later on.

Alex: The patterning5" and the creeping and crawling were developed by the Institutes, not by Dart.
But Dart was extremely enthusiastic about the developmental work that the Institutes were 
doing. That's why he went there. He wanted u.s to go there u> help people apply the 
Technique—use themselves better while they patterned the brain-damaged children. But this 
was back when we were initially developing the fboeedures in lire l%Gs and early 1970s. We 
didn't even think about patterning during the following years. Then wc taught the movement 
class at the Theatre Department here {the University of Illinois}. Kevin was in on those classes 
and the ones we did at Southern Illinois University. We did creeping and crawling because that 
was something to Mdo'\

Joan: Steve Pearson, die Director of the 1 Jicatre Department, was also keen on animal movement. He
was a brilliant man.

JO Creeping refers to creeping on the hands and knees. CVawiiitg refers to ibe less developed belly crawling. {Sea 

photos. set B ]

JI Patterning is a series of pmcediisret developed. by the iiMumtes for tbs Achievement of Human Potential tu help 

beam-injured chnWren. Tbs head and die limbs of the child being patterned are moved rhythmically to ximukuc coordinated 

develispniesttal patients of naovetuenr creeping, crawling, and extet*oun out erf and, flexion into fetal. These movements are per- 

fcntaed wirh the duld lying on a table - ~ Alex Murray.
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Alex; He did Goldoni plays. He was marvelous. It was shortly after our work in the Theatre
Department that we became interested in patterning again, Frances Marsden was here assisting 
on the training course in the early "80s. She was staying with Dr. A, who had a brain-injured 
child. That was why we got hack into patterning.

Joan: We started working with creeping and crawling again when Marian, Frances, and Marie Stroud 
[Alexander Technique Teachers| started patterning Dr, A’s brain-injured child. We thought if 
they’re going U> do that, why don't we show them what to do and see if they can use them
selves better while Lhey pattern this child? So we started practicing patterning on the training 
course—seeing how the trainees use affected the patterning and how we could improve their 
use as they patterned each other (as Dart had wanted us to do, years earlier, with the people 
who were patterning at die institutes). S was one of the people we practiced the patterning on 
in the training course.

Alex: What we were activating with the patterning of S [simulating crawling movements] a number of 
years later was the reverse of fetal. It's when you start to activate the primary control. This is 
what S spontaneously demonstrated to loan when we were patterning 5 on the training course in 
19b 1-82.

Kevin; So it was at this later stage, when you were patterning S. that you got to the point (and also per
haps because Dait talks quite a hit about this in his papers) of working more directly with the 
reflexes?

Joan: Yes, that was definitely it,

Marian: Could you describe what happened with S?

Joan; Well. S was lying pro tie on die table and I was Laming her head. [This patterning involved simu
lating crawling on the belly movements] I was lifting and turning S’s head to the count of; and 
one and two. And S was nearly (lying off the table! She spontaneously moved up towards the 
head of the table, much more so than anyone else we had patterned. 1 thought, “she’s going to 
fly offr

I can still remember Y [a teacher-trainee] saying, “well of course, she’s not inhibiting!”. But of 
course S couldn’t have really inhibited her strong reaction to the patterning; her reaction was 
purely reflexive because of certain conditions which were probably caused by a form of poho 
she had as a child. However, I initially thought that perhaps 1 was taking S’s head up too high.
In actual fact f wasn’t; I was simply stimulating the reflexes, hut I didn’t realize that at that time.

Par more information on patterning. see Glenn Dwman. What 1b Do Abous Tbur Brain-lajiumi Child, PhiladephiK The Bcua 
Babir teas, tvdo, © 1974 Ofenn Dcimam
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So I said to S, “look, if I just turn your head gently from side to side like tins [do a smaller 
movement with die headl. is that better?'1 She said, "oh, it's easier for me to inhibit"; in other 
words she wasn't moving as far up towards the heat! of the table. But she was still moving. It 
was only afterwards that I realized that of course site would have moved. That’s the whole 
object of patterning! It’s to stimulate live reflexes as they occur in crawling.

A few weeks later, I was thinking again about what had happened with S. I was thinking about 
the tone that the baby builds up when he lifts his head from prone and then how be starts to 
move from there. I thought, "suppose you can’t lift your head?" I lay down prone on the floor 
and I realized that you can’t go anywhere! Ami I realized that if I lift my bead up even just a 
tiny bit, then I can spin, move along, like nobody's business! I don't even have to have the head 
be right up and facing forward. The head can just be like that IJotm points to photo A11. This is 
Ales lying prone.

Marian: If you turn the picture 90“ from his standing upright, he looks like lie’s lying prone,

Joan: Yes. You can move the moment your head moves. If you let your head move even slightly,
then you can move your whole self; you can go somewhere. And of course a baby is looking 
up and he wants to go; so he’s got the wish, will, and intention as well, It's the basic initiating 
movement!

Recently, when I was watching all of the dancers in Becky Neill’s’12 class, 1 asked them not to do 
anything I asked them not to lift their heads while they tried to move from lying prone on the 
floor. But they would automatically move their hearts! They couldn't help but instinctively lift 
their heads to move. They could only inhibit lifting their heads by lying completely flaccid. So 
of course there was no way that they could move anywhere!

Kevin: So we can call this the second stage in this process of understanding the substance of
Alexander's work—the patterning of S in 1981-82 and the realizations tlmt came out of that. 1 
remember what struck me then was the whole realization of how much more we could lengthen 
in front, lilts came out of your work with doing patterning with the teacher-trainees. We used to 
talk about that quite a bit and, of course, work with it,

Alex: This was also a marvelous way of showing singers and wind players, who contract too much in 
the front to play so that they had the support from there rather than tire over-contraction. Joan 
used to show that to Marian.

Marian: So to put it sitnply, .singers and wind players often tend to shorten too much in the front of die 
torso to try to bring about what they consider to be “support",

Joan: Yes, and dancers too, 32

32 Alexander Technique teacher and Professor of Bance a! the University of Plimns.
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Alex: That was the lime we showed that if you lay prime and over contract in various ways in the 
from, it affects the voice in a detrimental way.31 * * 34

Joan: l remember that I was very interested in the lengthening hi the front of the neck and torso. What
I was always watching, of course, was die antagonistic action. Observing the antagonistic action 
helped me to understand how to bring about lengthening, and widening. Kariy on, Alexander 
called antagonistic action “the great principle”A*

3j A baby tends to exhale while lengthening the front uf xise neck and torso to look up and cueiuftaise himself up

from a prone position This is part of a tuttl natural coordination portem of the baby, irnular to Alexander s illustration ol bands
on the hack of the chair with hit “whispered ati" When n baby husks up from prone, tbe elbows jn naturally out and down (in 

relation ip the sltouldcesriorso) and the wrists in anil toward each other, the libs naturally contract, this type of lengthening can 

facilitate ibe development of natural proper support for dancers, singers, wind players, etc. Over contraction in the front at the 

torso interferes with this oountirudioa. [See photos. set 9. Cl. S6|

34 See “tnerwhietirm to u New Method of Respiratory Vocat Re-education "l t 906. Reprinted in AnirUs and Uctuns, 
p. 43. Dart described Iris perspective on antagonistic action in “An AftaUMUSt's Tribute to F M. Afexander” {Skill arid Pols* 

•STAT Books Edition, p 34), "Ancestrally there are only rv»o sorts of striped muscular response. Flexion or extension are the 

only alternative* ihaL any muscle can perform. So *11 our muscles were and sull arc either extensors (those behind) or flexors 

(thuss in ft uni of the uartsvetse processes) of «ir vertebrae:. Rotarkioal movement is o resultant of interaction between them 

Dart explains that it is this capacity for rotational movement, based on the antagonistic action of flexors and extensors that 
allowed the body (phylagenetkaily and rxitogcnticaJly} to twist itself to mmiaam an upright (bipedal) position. See also 

“VWuauaty Musculature in the Human Bo%”. “All muscles arc cither flexors or extensors; all torscens of the body as a whole 

or of its constituent parts- whether they be rotation of tbc spinal column, praWHkm or Supination, Inversion. eversion and 

addudlkxn, abduction or circumduction of the extremeties art- based upon tonic-ally maintained dilfererttraJ pulls between 

adjacent groups of flexor and extensor segments**. For further clarification nn the spirals arid antagonistic action see pp. 57 -67 

of this text ,‘The Double Spiral '.
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VII.
Stages of Development in Teaching

loan: [Joan demonstrates a baby sitting up by itself.] To me, this is a type of rest position, once a baby 
sits back from the creeping or crawling position. [See photos C5, PS.J The baby looks strong 
and supported, but he’s got to have the length first, 1 used to find with people who were very 
pulled down in the front of die torso {not pulled up in front, like a Victorian, which Marian 
mentions in tier article35), 1 could get them to lengthen if I took their heads forward, in oilier 
words, lengthened the person in the direction where the head was already going, which entails 
getting the length in front! Then I could bring the person up and back so that the head adjusted 
forward and up naturally. And you can only get your lower back truly back when, you are 
lengthened in the front of die torso.

Marian: Because otherwise the lower back tentls to pull or be pulled on'?

Joan: Because, for example, I've seen a video of a demonstration of lengthening, and it takes a certain
amount of skill for the teacher to bring it about. However, what has actually happened is rather 
superficial. The student is a little pulled down and then the teacher brings the student's head and 
neck back. So the head looks as though it's going forward and up. in other words, the head, 
neck and back look stnaighter rather than like this: jJoan demonstrates pulling the head back and 
down, forward of the torso, with the front of the torso shortenedj. However, that is not enough 
to bring about the depth of change that .Alexander was getting at. In order to really improve pri
mary, the inital lengthening needs to involve extension forward. It’s lengthening into a pattern 
similar to the baby going to sit back from the creeping position. It’s up!—to come hack and 
that's inside as well as out! [See sets D, E]

Kevin: That’s a hard part to describe without having the actual experience,

Joan: Yes, if is! It’s very difficult! In a way this is the sort of tiling that eventually led me into doing
fetal. It's always bothered me; why did Dart say that fetal is the most important? Although it’s 
only more recently that we’ve really started working with fetal.

Alex: Except dial 1 can remember L, a former student of Joan’s in the late I960,s, which takes it way
back. Joan already realized that some people needed this. [Alex demonstrates the neck and torso 
lengthening into a forward curve, the pelvis tipping backward as the head tips forward; see pho-

3J "AlUflgonLstic Action and Dsvelupintaml Movement", S'ASTATAVui, hall IVKS
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tus, set II] rather than the other way. But that was before we worked with the fetal curve 
directly,

Joan. Yes, all along you're still working with antagonistic action, working with bringing about a more 
efficient dynamic balance of the curves. This student, L, always wanted to sit rigidly upright,
He couldn't hear properly and he thought he had beautiful posture. He was tcmbJy tense around 
the neck and was partially deaf—and I would almost swear that it was because of the tension. 
During his lesson one day, I. thought, "I've just got to get this man to let go!” L was seated in 
the chair and I look his bead forward to bring him into a forward curve. Then I sal him back in 
the chair [in a forward curve], L looked up at me and said, "you’ve destroyed all of my illu
sions about the Alexander Technique'”, as he sat there, And he never had another lesson! L. still 
sent his Students along fur lessons! But he never had another lesson! But you see, I did all sorts 
of things, as you do out of desperation to get people to go up or not to ‘"go up”, as with L’s 
holding himself upright,

Alex: Actually I can remember that because I enjoyed lengthening into a forward curve. And other 
people liked that. You did do it. You did take other people forwairi-

Joan: Did 1? I. don't remember.

Alex- Which means in a way you were working with it whether or not you thought of it as fetal,

Joan: No, I certainly didn'L think of it as fetal. It was just probably...

Alex: Probably to free up the chest.

Joan: Because you hold a bit there.

Kevin; So this is another example of cruder before more refined.

Joan: Right. It was just, you know, how we ail do—as teachers do sometimes, “God, what do I do 
with this studemrr

Kevin: Yes, let's try something!

Alex: But then you see, obviously as you get more subtlety and sensitivity' you can get that without 
having to take it all the. way into such extensive movements. Anil, as you get better, like 
Alexander did, you can bring it about without doing the gross movements. But if you don’t try 
all of these types of things you won’t have the chance to discover any of it. But if you do, you 
may lose some students'” But then again, L still sent his students along for lessons!

Laughter.

Joan: But that didn’t bother me.

Marian: So you interfered with l.’s fixed ideas about the Alexander Technique?
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Joan: Absolutely! He thought it was u> do with posture. He wanted to be justified because he would
ask me what 1 thoughi of certain bowing positions of the hand. etc. And did I approve?

Kevin: It's probably impossible to say. but 1 wonder how much the work you had done iti those earlier 
years (which you may not have done again for years, depending on who was coming through 
your hands) helped you to develop those later insights. That to bring ahouL improvement in 
someone who was pulled down in front, you had to lengthen them up in front to take them real
ly forward and up. 1 know that it’s hard to say how much your later insights were based on your 
earlier ones.

Joan: Right, You can’t really describe err understand it in just a week of working. Wc can do it with
you and Marian because you’ve worked with us as we've gone through these various stages.

Kevin: Well, we’ve got a context, to put it in somewhere, to make some kind of .sense.

Joan; Right.

Alex; Well, this is the problem. I think the problems teachers have with learning to teach the
Technique (as I see it now. 30 years later!) are due to the fact dial Alexander was so good at it 
by 1930, after teaching for approximately 3? years, diat you couldn’t sec it! lie was like a con
jurer who could do it and no cute could see how he could do what seemed to be "tricks”! 
Everyone wanted to learn bow to do die tricks without doing die practice,

Joan- Without developing the understanding- But they couldn’t anyway; nobody could, They 
weren't...

Alex: But lie said anyone could do what l do.

Joan: If' they actually did what tie did. of course.

Alex: But he said time is of the essence. Well, as you do spend more time with it, so you do start to
really learn these things. However, in order to teach teachers, you have to be crude to start with. 
Although what you (teacher trainees and teachers) mustn’t ever do is think that you’ve "got it” 
because you’ve got one, two, three, four or whatever, like a set of steps. It’s important to realize 
that these types of procedures are just a starting point, Thus isn't about a military approach with 
the feet stuck in a particular position and then I bend the knees and duck forward or whatever it 
is; so then you can say, "this is what it is!" Then you go home and make notes of it and you get 
it for life! It’s not about learning a set of steps. Once you’ve categorized it, you’re stuck. And 
once you think of the Dart Procedures as something to "do”, by numbers, then you’re in trouble.

Joan: But still it helped us there, It certainly helped me as a starting point.

Kevin: I can see how someone watching the film of Alexander taking Margaret Goldie and the young 
fellow. Walter's student, pretty straight in and out of the chair, could get the fixed idea that 
that’s how you have to take somebody in and out of a chair.
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Jean: Well that’s the way it was taught to us, You always just took the person straight up.

Alex: Well, l was going back to Alexander’s books and I read the 1918 description of the proper sit
ting and standing position, in which he describes sitting down into a chair and getting up out of 
a chair and walking.

Joan: And he says you bring yourself right forward!3*

Alex: I mentioned that to Walter. But then when you look at it chronologically and you look at whaL 
Alexander did do, you can see that you need to go through the various stages that he did in 
order to see the degrees of crudeness and increasing subtlety that he went through. That’s the 
way you can develop teaching skill and the understanding that is the basis of real skill.

Joan: But then again, Alexander's earlier work was only crude in relation to his later skill. Because
sometimes you can’t get someone forward and up enough so that her hips are free enough to get 
her straight out of a chair. You know, most people pull down quite strongly.

J6 Man's Supreme Inheritance, 1918: “Draw the feet hack sn Shat one is slightly under the sea* <rf the chair, allow the 

body u* move turwanl Itimh Use tups, always keeping in tukid the freedoms of the neck and the lengthening of the spine, let the 

whole body cotae forward so that the centre of gravity falls over the feet, that is to say, until the poise is such ilia* if the ehadr 

were removed at this point, yuu would be left balanced in die position of & pet son performing the ‘frog dance”, then by the 

exercise of the museks of the legs and the back, straighten the legs at Ihc hips, knees, and ankles, uniil the enact position is per

fectly attained ”
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VIII.
Forward to the Beginning: Fetal

Kevin: Going back, again, I remember reading in Rob Monroe Simmon's ankle31 where lie writes
abtuil how, in 1969-71, when he w as on Walter's course. Waller woriced with the trainees with 
the Dart Procedures. But ihen when you came in die summers and demonstrated the Procedures, 
you did it with the trainees starting with inking them on their toes. Tliat made a big difference 
for him.

Alex: Well the point is that when you start wiih people down on the floor, they’re not “toned up”, as it
were. You may get people quiet and calm but it’s even belter if you give someone a turn on die 
table first, rather than starting from lying prone on die floor. It’s also more efficient if you can 
give them a turn on the table and dten have them start the sequence from up on the toes. That's 
an even belter way.

Joan: Though 1 found something interesting the last rime I worked with the dance class, 1 went
through the Procedures with Becky Ncttl's dance class.?* I was interested in seeing how die 
dance students would do them. I had them start in fetal jA9| and they did it very well In fact. 1 
would say it worked better than starting the sequence from up on die toes,

Alex: Yes, but the teacher trainees on Walter’s course at Lansdowne Road wouldn’t have been starting
in fetal as the dance class did; they’d have been starting from prone with the face down. But 
fetal is ahsoluLely basic. That’s what Dart said.

Kevin: Earlier we were speaking of the development of your work up to the point of your recognition 
of the importance of lengthening up in front This came out of your work with patteraing/devcl- 
opmenial movement. You got to that point and continued to develop from there. Later, at some 
point, yoo started to directly see fetal again. You were always wondering, you were always con 
ccmed about fetal, because Dart had emphasized it. Maybe there wasn't a specific incident with 
making you look at it with more understanding, like S\s shooting off the tabic for this?

Joan; I started to see directly what fetal involved when I was working with a trainee on the course in 
tire early 1980s. H was very difficult to work with because of her strong pulls; she had a very * 38

77 Rubra Siiruncos, “Teaching the PraooJurcs' Direction, Vbl.l NO.3, p.Mt.

38 At ibe Dance Dcpamncm lit the University uf Illinois.
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weak lower back, I thought that perhaps bringing her into a forward curve would help. However 
I wasn’t relating the forward curve particularly to fetal; 1 simply thought that if f could bring her 
head and .shoulder girdle forward without too much undue shortening, tier hips would automaii 
catty go back, Again, that’s the counterbalance of the head and the pelvis. But when I brought 
her into the forward curve (from sitting), she collapsed: she dropped completely down and for
ward., However, from there I decided just to have her let iter head hang completely down, 
Because if I’d had her try to move in any other way from being so shortened and dropped for
ward she would have had no choice but to fix and strain as she tried to move herself. Bui 1 
found that once she was hanging completely forward, she didn’t fix or habitually pull down to 
maintain herself in that position |scc set 1|. From there I found that it was very easy to bring, her 
head up, as if she were looking up at something in front of her. Once she was looking up. I 
brought her back to upright sitting and her head adjusted spontaneously forward and up! I 
thought, “Wow! That was easy!”

Laughter

Joan: From, hanging forward into lids fetal type of curve, looking up and coming back to an upright
positron was so much easier!1* I always learn from people who have problems because it's a 
challenge. H would go so far into the chair and then go voofi Everything would fall forward aild 
down!

I was trying to keep her kips hack: that is what it was: 1 remember die sequence itt which 1 
worked this out, (This was when I starred doing this type of fetal squat). To begin with, when I 
would take H forward [into a squat with the bcad/ncck/torso approximately parallel to the floor] 
site would get very scared and shorten down into Iter pelvis and shove Iter pelvis back and 
down. So the weight of the rest of her torso would collapse forward, To get her to stop shorten
ing when going into the squat, I tried a gentle rocking motion with her [gentle bori/.tmud rock
ing movement back and forth over the ankles]. I rocked her forward and back a number of 
times, and as I did so she started to straighten out. I'll demonstrate how this works with Marian. 
[Joan takes Marian into a squat with the head/neck/torso approximately parallel to the floor.]

Marian: You're taking me directly back and forth.

Joan: Right. I’m just gently swinging you back and forth over your legs and feet, This stops people
from fixing. It also made H fed more secure. But as soon as I .stopped the rocking motion with 
H. she would get scared and shove back and drop completely down in front again. So 1 was try 
ing to see if there was a way that I could get her to lengthen out of her habitual pulls into her 
pelvis and lower back after I stopped doing this gentle rocking motion with her, Then it sudden 
ly occurred to me that if 1 had H curved right down in the squat, with her head dropped, and 
after f had lengthened her .shoulders and arms, that H looked like she was in fetal! Since I’d had 39

39 Looking up tan tins fetal-type position activates the extensors. Feral is a position of mechanical advantage 

because it is a naturally balanced position front which a persist! can generally easily lengthen anil extend. The fetal curve pro

vides a natural spring for extension. As ihc student looks up and comes back to sitting, she ts making the same type of move

ment as a baby coming back to a sitting position from creeping on all fours
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success, wish working with the forward curve in the chair already, I went at lead and said to H, 
“now let your knees bend” [II went further into a deep, fetal type of squat], Then, I would ask 
her co look up [looking up front the fetal squat gently extends the neck and torso]. Now from 
here, if the student really thinks of corning forward and up, it's a piece of cake to take her tip to 

• stand erect F And this is where all of the lengthening right up in front becomes so important.
Right from die groin into where all the musculature inserts into where the upper arms connect 
with die torso and up through to where the neck and head connect. Because when you are in an 
upright position, you have to lengthen; you have to stop die shortening in the front of the torso 
before the lower back can lengthen so that the lower back conics hack naturally.

Kevin; As you brought her up out of the deep fetal squat, when you had her drop and then look up to 
extend to then stand upright, it was similar to what you had done with the person seated in the 
chair, | photos, set J]

Joan; It was exactly the same thing. 1 used to do that with H to give her confidence because she could 
do it. She could do ii from sitting in the chair, Hut the moment she hadn't got the chair and w as 
actually squatting, she’d be terrified and she would pull back again. That's why I did tire rock
ing forward and back in squatting [with die torso approximately parallel to the floor|. When I 
W'as doing that .she lengthened and she couldn't fix into her usual pattern and throw everything 
oft balance.

Then l had another wonderful opportunity when N started having more lessons. N was very 
badly twisted. When it came to doing squats. I remember thinking, “how am I ever going to 
squat NT N used to twist down and brace so much thaL her vertebiae would go crunch! So I 
could hardly gel tier in and out the chair, much less take her into a full squaL Then I had a hril 
bans idea! [Laughter], If Marian can come over here. I'll demonstrate it with Iter. Here again. I 
was thinking of the basic principles of developmental movement and positions of mechanical 
advantage, and how they relate to primary and lengthening and widening. I said to N, "come 
towards me [Joan is standing in front of and facing Marian, holding Marian's hands. | Let your 
knees bend. Now throw your hips back," | As the hips come back, the head moves forward.] As 
N was sending her hips back and bending her knees, 1 would fate .NTs hands and bring her for
ward into a squat and then continue to extend her forward. And l drew- her out of her pulls in her 
back! She came out of her twist as easily as anything. [Joan, holding Marian’s hands, brings her 
forward to extend her entire torsohvcck until approximately parallel to the floor]. I just length
ened her and extended her out of her twist! Now just let your knees go.., and come right for
ward, [See photos, set K.]

Marian: Well it feds great!

Kevin: And N untwisted,

Joan: Right! The twist came right out! [Joan demonstrates same with Kevin.] Let your knees go and
come right forward. Now l<xrk up at me; as I’m holding your hands, pull to your elbows. That's 
like pulling along the floor [the same general pattern as a baby crawling on its hdly. or more 
subtly, as FMA’s “hands on the back of die chair”, thinking of pulling the back of the chair 
apart]. Of course it completely lengthened N out of her Lwist. Though of course with N you’d
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gel her up and the next minute she’d be pulled down, She goi a lot better though.

S(1 it was through working out how to deal with the difficult habitual pulls of these two students 
that I really started to see how lengthening and widening related to fetal and to extending out of 
fetal. Though i can see a lot more subtleties sn feta! now than l could back then, in fact, 1 got 
very excited talking to John Cottingham* the other day. I was explaining to him, the subtleties 
of fetal. I can show you with Marian. T'll sit. her down, | Joan sits Marian in the chair and then 
brings her forward into a fetal type curve.] How I noticed it is that when people come forward 
into fetal, I can get the length here out of the lower back Now' with my hand on her head and 
neck, I fed like I’ve automatically got hold of practically everything, the entire musculature. All 
the way through and around die entire neck and torso. Now if she looks up, she extends. Then 
as she comes back to sitting again her head spontaneously adjusts forward and up. Lengthening 
forward into fetal brings the head forward and the hips back. Then we have lengthening into an 
extension out of fetal and the head shifts up and back and pelvis shifts forward a_s she comes 
back from fetal to sitting. Then, when she’s back to sitting, the head and pelvis again naturally 
shift; the head shifts forward and up and the pelvis comes back in counterpoise, So hack in sit
ting we have the same type of lengthening, although more subtle, that we have in the more 
extensive fetal curve. We have fetal and extension, the balancing of fetal lengthening and exten
sion lengthening, in grosser and then more subtle stages. And it’s the natural spring from the 
fetal curve that gives a tremendous thrust to the extension lengthening. It’s like a Hip. So that if 
she's here with her neck and back lengthened as in fetal, l can thp her up to standing as easily 
as anything, because my hand has contact with her entire musculature! [The whole musculature 
has become so well integrated through improving the heacbtieck/ torso relationship in fetal dial 
Joan is able to easily control and stimulate a completely coordinated lengthening and widening 
of the musculature as a whole so that bringing the student into an upright position with a light 
hand oil Lite neck is near to effortless; the student naturally '‘springs’’ into extension.]

Marian: The fetal curve is like a spring?

Joan: Right, like a spring, When John CoUingham and I were talking about it the other day, he said, 
“oh, it's funny because I used to think that if I dropped my head like this iL seemed to free it."
By touching, placing pressure on his forehead he was activating the trigeminal nerve and the 
neck area was being stretched (here and at the atlantooccipital joint; it frees it, So it’s that 
tremendous thrust. [The same type of stimulus of (lie trigeminal nerve occurs with the baby in 
fetal from the pressure of the surface (on which the baby is lying) on the upper faeial/head area.]

Marian; So then the fetal or primary curve is like a spring for lengthening, stimulating the secondary 
curves?

Joan: Yes. [Joan demonstrates with Marian.) if Marian allows herself to curve forward, then there’s the 
primary curve, Now all site’s got to do is to fold her legs underneath her and she’d be even more 
in fetal. So from there she looks up, That’s activating the extensors. 1 can sec that that's far 
enough for die moment. She looks forward and up to come up. Now if site continues going up to 40

40 Alexander teadier-uaiiwe and Kdfer.
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extend, thereV the secondary curve.

We're working all the time with these different balances of the vertebrae. And everyone has their 
own habits, patterns of movement, like Ben [a baby who is a regular visitor to the Murrays' 
training course] who has a tendency to want to spiral to die left even when he's sleeping.

Kevin: It was funny: this morning I was holding Ben, He was asleep and I pul hint down. He rested
hack into his usual position and he was still asleep. Then lie half woke up and he tamed quickly 
lo die left and then hack to the right and then went back to sleep, It was like he was thinking, 
"well, I've done my familiar spiral; okay, so now 1 can go hack to sleep."

It looks to me like what you’ve just described is a whole process of re-understanding the 
Alexander Technique by seeing almost how far, in cither direction, where one can go with die 
widening and lengthening or in a sense, the fetal curling and extension.

Joan: Right.
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IX.
Static Mysteries or Growth

Kevin; As you work, it strikes, me that even though some of the things that you are doing appear super
ficially crude, ebe "doing” of them is actually pail of a larger process of increasing subtlety and 
refinement,

Alex: Yes, in going through them you can start to see the actual subtleties that you might not necessar
ily see otherwise, You go through a similar type of process that Alexander went tiiruugh as lie 
developed his skill. For instance, sometimes Alexander teaclters, when they move you, throw 
you off balance, 1 don't mean off the student’s habitual balance (as the Student is inhibiting and 
not interfering). I try to move people in and out of the chair so that they can move in an integrat
ed way. try and get a reflex movement as it were. But if a teacher’s coordination hasn’t reached 
a certain point, he may not be able to follow the student’s trajectory. The teacher may knock the 
student off his trajectory. As I understand it though, moving someone is like doing a dance; you 
go where tlte student is going, You don't push him somewhere. However, at a certain point in 
time in moving the student, the teacher may lose control.

Kevin: This reminds me of another factor through all Lius work over the- years with Dart, right from the 
beginning It’s the difference it's made with how you work and how you leach—in what some 
one does with his/her hands—the absolute connection of die teacher’s hands-on direction, the 
active connection of that, the vital connection of that with the teacher's own primaiy/use. 
Whereas I think part of die difficulty may be with people who still have the idea that using the 
hands is almost a separate tiling that they use their hands and they direct and they’re inhibit
ing. But it's not really connected right through because they haven’t made...

Alex: Well, some teachers treat everything as a series of steps without really understanding bow their
own use is part of teaching. They’re just moving according to these fixed rules, but they’re not 
really paying attention to what’s happening with the whole.

Kevin: Or the whole of them for that matter.

Joan: Yes. exactly.

Alex: This fixed way of working comes from a lack of mobility, a lack of freedom, That’s one of the 
tilings that we got from Dart and lhi.s crawling around at the Institutes—moving. In the movie of 
FM. even with FM lifting his leg over the chair, he wasn't fixing. I was watching G |a teacher 
trainee] today and her idea is what many people have. That you’re placed here and you do your
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pile and everything goes on from here and you're fixed. Fixing yourself to go through a fixed 
process of fixed steps.

Joan.: But the teacher-trainees are just learning,

Alex: Yes, but they're not the only ones. Fixing yourself into a position with your feet way apart and 
then fixing yourself through is not what Alexander was doing. On the other hand, it's easy just 
to play with the Technique, combining superficial, skewed interpretations of Alexander's work 
with current popular theories and methods supposedly to make the Technique “belter”. Thai’s 
certainly static. For myself, alt I do is try and take people up everyday, This is hard enough. If 1 
can lighten them up so tiiey can move freely from the hips, which is basical Iv moving them 
backward and forward and taking them up and hoping that frees up their ribs—then that’s fine. 
If it doesn’t, we'll gel R [a teacher-trainee] to tell them a joke and that frees up her ribs. When 
she's telling jokes, she frees up!

Marian: Well, your work is very clear arid unaffected. Most of my early experiences as a student of the 
Technique consisted of very' superficial explanations and experiences of Ihe Technique which 
were often combined with imagery work from other methods, some rather vague psycho/spiritu
al and body/mind rhetoric and suggestions, and some anatomy. There was a tremendous amount 
of end-gaining because we were often encouraged to experience or sense, which basically meant 
projecting, an image or an emotional/psychological realization with doing rather affected '‘free
ing” movements and "awareness” types of thinking and exercises. Sometimes you could have a 
pleasant experience and. some superficial muscular releases. Though the usual actual result of ail 
this was to go around making dance-like, head nodding, or breathing movements which were 
artificially created rather than natural and spontaneous; I remember a lot of self-conscious, over
done sighs, etc. So people usually ended up fixed because they were trying so hard to directly 
sense "allowing” some change to happen (and either feeling inadequate to the task or convincing 
themselves they had experienced more insight and change than they actually had). Underneath it 
all, it was die same as fixing to go through a series of fixed steps, There was just some vague
ness (which was supposed to be mysteriously or mystically profound) and literally a lot of wig
gling (which was supposed to be freeing) on top of all of this unacknowledged rigidity.

Alex: Well, the teacher gives the pupil the directions, which are about thinking, not about "sensing”—
"feeling it ouf\ The teacher suggests to the student to think certain directions. But die idea 
needs to come from the experience, not vice versa. The teacher doesn't put the words for the 
experience in the student's month. Once die student or teacher has “named" the experience, 
then they’ve fixed it!

Marian: It was a very fixed way of working. What hands on vvork there was was very limited; there was 
a lot of projecting or “naming" M) there wasn't much opportunity to learn from actual experi
ence. More confusion was created llirough an assumption that training in other methods would 
help you to learn the Technique more "quickly”. This resulted in imposing preconceived ideas to 
create very simplistic interpretations of what Alexander had been doing (which explains most of 
the work I. received ), Some of the most integral and meaningful aspects of the Technique were 
completely missing. The teachers I was working with at that time believed that they had found a 
quicker, shorter, more enlightened, "freer” way of learning and teaching the Alexander
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Technique—even of teacher training. One group I worked with explained, that all differences in 
length* of training, interpretation, etc. were differences in “style". It w as strongly implied that 
you could leant diff'erem “styles’5 in short periods of time. These sup|Xisod “newer and quicker 
ways of learning" were usually explained as a way of grasping the essence of the Technique and 
then going on from there. Well, obviously, that’s not what happened. However, all of this meant 
dial critical thinking and questions resulted in being stereotyped as “not open”. ‘Traditionally 
trained" teachers, (had done a three-year daily training, etc.) were also generally lumped into 
artificial and negative categories. After these experiences, working with Joan (and other teach
ers) was the opposite experience, It was a genuine, unpretentious Icam mg/growth process. 
Because of diis, substantive change and improvement (and the real insights that came out of that 
process) did happen, naturally. It was a wonderful relief! I remember thinking. There's more to 
this Technique than I thought!”

Kevin: Yes, tlrat's part of what we’re talking about: ihis whole spectrum of a static way of looking, 
working—as opposed to the opposi ie.

Joan: Well, that’s what Dart said.

Alex: Now and then 1 reread Alexander’s books, and believe me I believe in what Alexander says. But
if you really have got die directions, the orders, perhaps one also should be saying to people, 
stop. And you know occasionally 1 do. I say Stop doing something. Once you start on this as a 
ritual, y ou’re in trouble. Then it becomes fixed. We used to sit around like this all of the lime; 
[Alex demonstrates fixed sitting position] palms up, hands resting on the thighs, neck free, 
heads forward and up!

Tins Technique is supposed to be about waking you up’ I remember I spoke to Frank [Pierce 
Jones j about about This. I said to him. This can’t be the Alexander Technique if it makes people 
look like zombies!” Me agreed! On the other hand, one can try too hard to go in what some 
might think is the “opposite” direction. One can end up just as rigid and fixed in making suppos
edly “different" movements as doing the supposedly “same” movement repeatedly. Simply 
because one may be doing superficially different types of movements doesn’t mean one isn't 
fixing. That isn’t what application work is about.4 On the other hand. Frank tried to make it 
more natural and more nitty-gritty—in response to a stimulus. What he was teaching was funda
mental. One stops first and thinks, whatever the activity. But you have to go through a lot of 
practical work to really deal with the problems most people [students] have. Unless you actually 
spend die time on them, which is what Joan has done and Walter too and what Alexander did, of 
course, unless you have many lessons over a substantial period f Alexander gave some people 
years of lessons), you really only scratch the surface. You might make a noticeable difference in 
art instant, if you get someone to stop doing something, which is basic. However, changing their 
pattern is an ongoing process, with constant repetition, It’s like practicing an instrument. You 41

41 Applicate so work was developed bv Irene faster. Miss Tasker became KM Alexander's assistant m 1917. She 

wfan teaching Alexander Tedwvjue “application work" that same yew- S«* •‘Connecting Links" — “An infonnai talk given to 
'.cjs-hen of the Alexiireler Technique at The Consmicirve Teaching Centre, 13 LansttivwTW! Road, London. W. 11. on 9th October, 

tLM"' by Irene Tasker.
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might land on a way to do something inslantly when you pick it up. But if you try to keep a nr 
tel] yourself that you' ve "got it” or "released it” bv projecting an image of what you think 
you've "sensed'' or should be experiencing when you have had so hide real experience with it, 
you generally end up stuck. You have to go through the entire process of real change, to allow 
the patterns to develop, to develop the ability,.,

Joan; That you can get what you want whenever you want it.

Alex; That means building up stamina. It’s growth!

Kevin: Or building up the habit, as Dewey explained. So that even just the thought, as you were talking 
about this morning on the training course, gets you right there. So you're tliere as quick as that.4'

Alex: However, inhibiting for two minutes or live minutes, inhibiting and directing as a group of 
teachers were trying to do it the other day, doesn't chi it.

Joan; They weren't directing. They were just trying too hard to inhibit. It's fixing. If you've fixed your 
shoulders or arms or wrists in order to have light hands and arms -if you’ve pulled down or 
fixed in order to make “light” movements with the arms and hands, you're not going to give the 
student the right stimulus,

Alex: Ami you don't keep asking and making suggestions, "how does it feel?”, etc. (especially when
it's just '‘gentle'1 hands).

Kevin; It's empty, or it makes a mystery of it.

Joan: And it's not a mystery!

Kevin; It's like misdirecting.

Joan; And for me it was a mystery- 42

42 "Only when a man c an already perform an act of standing origin doe* he know wbat ii is like to have a right 
posture and only then can he summon the idea required for proper execution. The art must come before the thought, and a 
haim before the ability to evoke die thought at will.- Prom ‘The Barrier of Habit’* Human .Vatuw and Candua by John Dewey.
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Marian: Regarding Dart’s article on the double spirals, could you explain hew you understood the spi
rals? if and how you used dial knowledge to help you heller understand the Technique or how 
you used die Technique to better understand the spira3 mechanisms'?'1'

Joan: I can show you as quickly as anything, in a flash, First, you can see how this works with the
baity w hen she rolls over on the floor (photo sets R and S], You can also see it with a pirou
etted4 Dan had me demonstrate a pirouette fur the students at the Institutes. When you do a 
pirouette, you start wiLh your head facing forward and you literally wind yourself up, It’s the 
antagonistic action again1 |$cc K7, R8, S2, S3]

Marian: Set you start with youi head facing forward, while you bring your arms to one side to bring the 
torso and neck into a spiral?

Joan: Right- Then I whip my head back if) the direction that it’s already going, which is the opposite
direction that the arms have initially turned in preparation for the pirouette. The motion of my 
head brings the rest of my body around to go in the same direcion as the head. You can do this 
in either direction. Bring the torso and arms back and then whip the head around in the direction 
dial llie torso and arms are turning, ft’s like twisting an clastic hand. [To move in a particular 
direction, such as with pirouetting, the entire double spiral “spirals” in the direction of the 
movement.]

Alex. When I was a kid, we used to have aeroplanes that flew with elasticHjatids. You wound the pro
peller around and then you let it go and it untwisted itself. This is basically the same thing. 43 44 *

43 "...the twp interwnven spiral sheets of trunk musaitetun? responsible fur the posiuud and intentional twisting of 

the body .and their direct attachment above to die skull and thus their ultimate suspension Like the auxiliary cranial flexor sheet 
nf muscle I'mm the temporal bones coiHnireing the equilibrating organs . From "The Postural Aspects nl Malocclusion i'kill 

anJ fvise, STAT Bocks edition, p <*2. Sec also “Votuntaiy Musculature in ibe Human Body: The UuuMt Spiral .Arrangement-'

44 Man' s place in nature it thus due to his conquest, i sub-conscious as the achievement may have baas) erf die 

problems of body-pois* by means ot postural twisting. We should, therefore, first recognize-as a principle that star-pesfiwmerx

rrt the further spiraling realms of body-poise [cudi as pirouettes)- whether jiugglers or acroborv dancers or spurLuiten, are Mete- 

tv oubtaading examples of tbs well balanued but gyratory todies Nature aimed at fur mankind, bodies which every person 

sScHild possess” from "Ibe Postural Aspect of Mafecdusnin”, Skili and Paine, STAI Boobs edition, p 93
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Joan: Though it’s your head moving that keeps you turning.

An interesting example of how the spirals work can be seen when you work with someone with 
a scoliotic twist.** It’s easier for someone to go in the same general direction, right or left, that 
her scoliosis twists, than to go in the other direction, the direction opposite the twist. Because 
the neck and torso are already twisting in a particular direction. Thar's almost, if you exaggerate 
it. as if the person is already actively turning in the same general direction, right or left from 
vertical, of die scoliotic twist. Now, sometimes you can’t get the student to spiral in die opposite 
general direction of her twist. However, if you take the person a bit further into her habitual 
twist, and gel her to lengthen out of her "pull-down” twist into a lengthening spiral in the same 
direction that she’s already going in, then it winds her up to go in the opposite direction, as with 
the toy airplane with tin; elastic bands. So it’s like this [Joan demonstrates actively turning in a 
lengthening spiral in the general direction of a habitual twist] and that [Joan pirouettes in the 
opposite direction]. Or subtler—rotating the head and body without the arms.

Of course, everyone has their particular tendencies. We’re born with a tendency to spiral to die 
right or the left. Even in die womb, a baby has a tendency to turn one. way or the other.

Alex: I worked this out hy using the Royal Air Force Anatomy book. I cut die pictures of the muscles 
in proportion to one another and followed the Ime of traction, as Dart said, Though as he also 
pointed out, you can do it with chalk, Don Burton and Chris Stevens46 did that in a demonstra
tion when we were in Ojai.

Josiu: It was very clever. He drew' the spirals.

Alex: As far as what Joan does, I don't know whether she uses it consciously in teaching. But people 
sometimes talk about it who haven’t quite grasped what it's about.

Joan: Well, it's not really about trying to place your hands on one single spiral of the double spiral to
try to directly lengthen first one spiral and then the other spiral.

Alex: If you do that to someone and you feel a shift, if you feel him free up. Fine, go on doing it, 
except then the person may stiffen too.47 But don’t say to the person "that’s your spiral.” 
because that’s not what Dart was on about. For instance, in dealing with habitual twists.
Dart suggested trying something that you usually do with the dominant hand with the non- 
dominant hand.

43 the term, "twist" ns it is used here involves "pulling down." Spiralling involves lengthening and widening. 

Alexander Technique Tcacbets

47 Getting one set or another set ot muscles in lengthen nr Tr.leare doesn't necessarily bring about a more balanced 

Use of die muscnlalure (of the double spiral), If the antagUlUStk’ balance ix primary has nut actually improved, the pervoei will 

probably eventually stiffen tri rtspcmse to maintaining, nr in trying to nuiotaau, the Lniual unbalanced release.
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Marian: Would you say that when you get the spirals working better, you get it through the general 
lengthening and widening?

Joan: I think that’s the best way of doing it. As you gel die lengthening, the double spirals even off',
It’s not something liiat you do actively on one side and then you do the other side. [The double 
spiral works as an integrated unit, rather than as two independently functioning spirals.) The 
double .spiral evens off as you gel tire general lengthening front the head going up.4*

Marian: So you don’t do it directly but you do it by looking at the total primary and getting the length 
and width?

Joan: Exactly, That’s what’s worked so marvelously with our student J with the scoliosis

Alex: Welt. 1 did a lot of pencil drawing for myself, trying in work dungs out. It’s very easy, if you’re 
trying to do diagrams, to get a two-dimensional view of the Technique- So everything seems to 
move in a sagittal plane. Theie never seems to be any movement outside this plane. You can see 
it with trainees. They want to try to do everything in the sagittal plane, sitting down and standing 
up. etc. And they’re frightened to turn in any direction. Everything has to be done within this 
two-dimensional frame. However, the double spiral reminds you. as does rolling over on the 
floor, and various other things, such as the Bates long swing. Spiraling, turning movements 
remind you that movement is not two-dimensional. I do that with playing the flute.

Marian: There really isn’t such a thing as two-dimensional movement though, if you look at what Dart 
was saying...

Alex: No! When you scan trying to visualize iu draw matehstick men or something like that, then you
Start to sec it lhal way. superficially, two-dimensionally, as though it’s seen from the side. I 
thought of it that way at first. If you look at these pictures {1967 photos of Alex doing the Dart 
Procedures, set A], these appear two-dimensional.

Marian: So even the idea of two-dimensional movement is really an oversimplification? Even move
ments that might superficially appear two-dimensional axe not really two-dimensional at all.

Joan: Right! If you just put your hands on the neck and the top of the head you can feel, - 18

18 “... Man suspends the remainder of his: body tram h». bead asul spirit. He swings his body from his head by 

TZtr.f of two spirally arranged but iinctwoviTi sheets of voluntary musculature in exactly the same manner that his fishy and 

amphibian Jore-taLiiets swung tbeir bodies fran rbeir beads From "The Putfurat Aspects of Malocclusion". The head going 

jp fteiftfis about a balanced lengthening as a whole »t the two interwoven spirally arranged sheets
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Alex; ...the spirals! The spirals are always working!** Hie other thing liiat we started doing quite
recently is this. | Alex demonstrates crawling on his belly, showing how the legs spiral, The neck 
and torso function as a double spiral; the limbs move in single spirals.]

Joan: This is how babies crawl. |.Joan demonstrates!. The extending leg rotates in as the other leg
bends and rotates out [pelvis rotates onto one side, with the leg on the other side bending at the 
hip, knee and ankle; photos B3, B6, 571, Then as the baby continues to move ... IJoan demon
strates the bent leg rotating in as the fool pushes and the bent leg extends to thrust forward to 
move, while the oilier leg lhat had been extended Uien rotates out as the knee bends.]

Alex: That's your .spiral. The leg rotates all the way around.

Kevin: It's the other end of the spiral.

Marian; So one leg spirals in while the other leg spirals out the other way,

Joan; Aiex once said to rue, slI wish you could get a nice stretch on the legs: like you do with the arms” 
[when lying down on the table], However, 1 was always very uncomfortable, although it felt 
nice to begin with, when someone would extend my leg and then try to lengthen it away from 
my torso, because my lower back would contract and lose contact with the table as my leg was 
heing pulled on. When the teacher would bend my leg back up again, my legs would be wob
bling all Over the place because my back had got all disconnected as Pd lost the lengthening and 
widening, it was extremely uncomfortable. So f never liked to do that with students, especially 
not if Pd just gotten the lengthening and widening. Then at a certain point I started to think 
about how this would relate to developmental movement and mechanical advantage. After all. a 
baby is able to extend its teg without undue shortening and narrowing in its back. I thought, 
“well, how do we lengthen when we’re babies and crawling'.' What are the legs doing?” I 
thought, “Well! The leg bends right out to the side there.” I found that it’s very easy for most 
people to do that. There's no difficulty, Almost no one is so stiff that they can’t take their knee 
up and out. [from semi-supine or supine bending at the knee and hip joint, with the knee going 
in a direction well wade of the torso, the leg rotating outward; see photo B7] The leg doesn't 
have to be right up here [the leg bent up toward shoulder, allowing less of the natural outward 
notation of tlte beading leg]. The leg’s tendency is io rotate outward as iL bends. I found that this 
worked a charm with people with problems with their knees and hips. Pd rotate the leg out and 
as T rotated it, I could feci that this tfeed people in the abdomen and even lengthened through to 
the neck. You cart see/fed Lite spiral free up to and through the neck. 49

49 See “The Postural Aspects of MakechisdonT Skill and /’owe. STAT Books edition, p. 99 "... The basic and per- 
peuiaJ significance uf the twisting process in bodily evolution, that, apart from flexion and extension, (he tm&y rotation 
(resulting from thi C&Ifuht/faiiie and untagemade operation afflaon and titemml ft the fundamental and permeating 
characteristic of aU voluntary mstsmlar movement, and p, 97, “Man may be defined as a being who, by exerting the maxi- 
mum degree Oj bodily twotl to preserve his equilibrium, should be able simu1lan*:<isly la maintain without strain the erect pus 

hire tor move about in the erect gesture) and respire rhythmically through the nostrils, whilst engaged in eating and speech and 

actively employing has hands with loots" (editor's italics.).
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Ale*: 171* pelvis and the other teg rotate in while the other teg bends which doesn't matter; it's the
tong deep muscles that are letting go there, as opposed to tying there rooted to the table.

Joan: Then when you extend the leg out, you keep the pressure on the sole of the foot; the palm of
your hand is like the flew. That stimulates the reflex so that the student is able to maintain and 
even improve the lengthening and widening in the back and neck. Ortce tire leg is extended onto 
the tabic you can let go of the bottom of the foot and gently rotate the leg in to lengthen it,3U 
lhai also connects right throtigh to the neck and lorsu to get the lengthening and the widening. 
Or with some people it's better just to continue to have the pressure on the foot arid lengthen 
their hip/torso in front with the other hand. I ike everything else, it's going to be different with 
each person you work with, depending on their conditions. Then you bend the knee back up 
again | photo set M].

Marian: Well. 1 was going to ask about rolling over, but I guess we've already covered that in describ
ing the pirouetting.

Joan: Well, rolling is just like pirouetting. A beautiful one that Ale* used to do was from Dan too.
First, have someone sit on a chair to keep the chair weighted down. [Then Joan has Marian lie 
prone on the floor in back of the chair with her head toward the chair, her arm extended to hold 
a back leg of the chair.] This would be like a pirouette. You swing dmt way [Marian rolls over 
Onto her back while holding the chair leg| and then bring yourself back the other way. [She mils 
back in the opposite direction.!

Marian: 'I hat's great!

Joan: It’s fun! Dancers like doing that one. Another place where you can really see the spirals working
is with the baby in fetal. A baby tends to rock from side to side in that position ami will lend to 
rock more in the direction of the spiral that she favors. The baby eventually rocks over far 
enough thaL she falls onto her back and tends, to extend from there, Or another way is when the 
baby is on her back in a fetal type of position. She may look around to sec what’s behind Iter 
head. This actively spirals the baby into a more extended prone position, [see photos, sets R, S]

Marian; Did working with these purposely spiralling-type movements help you with seeing what your 
students’ particular habitual twists were and working with them?

Joan; Yes, for instance, one that works particularly well is taking the chair forward and letting one 
arm swing. Then you go under the other arm. [Joan demonstrates. From monkey with hands 
on the back of the chair, Joan tips the chair forward on its front legs to extend the torso into a 
deeper monkey. Then one arm lets go of the chair, Joan turns her head under the extended arm 
that's still holding the cliairj. That helps students to lengthen the spirals, to lengthen and SO

SO - a'Jiu- fosniral Aspect of Mukseclusicm” Skili and Poise. STAl Books edition, p 93. “ ...the «u« sou ot spiral 

utsuag of the i superficial and deep strata ori Ifexcrs and exlcnsort is continued tnio the upper and tower limbs and Dun ibis 

twisted arrangemeni is responsible for sbrLr (the limb flexors and extensor*} combining to produce movements of internal and. 

ex lernmi limb axalioft (in. addition to their ancestral purpose* of simple limb flexion nrel extension).-
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widen out of their twists.

Marian: Did the process of having looked at and experienced these types of spiraling movements help 
you when you then went to teach a lesson? I mean more of a ‘"typical" lesson where you're 
working with persons ui tits chair or on the table without them actually going through the exten
sive spiraling movements themselves. Were you able to have a better understanding of what 
people's particular habits were, die ways they pulled, twisted down, because you had learned 
about what spiraling involved generally? For instance, when people pull down, they twist down; 
in a sense, they unbalance the double spiral ? Did observing and during these types of movements 
also help you lit have a better understanding of what lengthening and widening, of what improv
ing primary involved?

Joan: They did! For instance, with B today—I'd only given her two lessons so far and a couple of
quick turns in the training class. Then .1 had a more obvious demonstarion of her habit her twist, 
when she took the chair forward [from monkey with the hands on the back of the chair, tipping 
the chair forward on its front two legs 1. Taking the chair forward provided an exaggerated exam
ple of her habitual twist. 1 knew she had a twist because I could feel it. However, when she’s 
standing upright it doesn't look that exaggerated. But as soon as she went to take the chair for 
ward, her right shoulder came right up and die other shoulder twisted. Her vertebrae pulled over 
to the right. So you can see that her tendency when she plays the flute is to do the same thing.

Marian: She has the same twist when she’s playing?

Joan: Yes. it's part of how she habitually moves in general. However, you can't see her pattern when
her arms are down; it's much more subtle when her arms arc down, although you can feel a cer
tain amount. Tn other words, as soon as you pul somebody into an unfamiliar position, you can 
see where they grab to hold on to what’s familiar.

Since I’ve had the chance to work wiLh her a couple of times now. she’s been taking the chair 
forward and backward quite well, So she’s been able to lengthen and widen nut of her twist,

Marian: How did tipping the chair backward and forward develop?

Joan: Thai was again, through working with somebody who had problems. T was working with the
creeping and crawling type of movements; I remember I was trying to work out a way to get 
students to allow themselves to go forward, Becau.se people arc embarrassed if you get them on 
the floor and you try to gel them to lengthen by pulling themselves forward, as if to crawl, They 
usually find it difficult and awkward,51 So instead, I had somebody just grasp a chair from mon
key and then tip it forward. Most people, as soon as they think that they’re going off balance as 
they go forward [when lipping the chair forward to bring about a deeper and more extended

51 See Raymond Dan .''The Attainment of Poise" Skill md Poise, STAI Boobs edition, p. 135, "T© people of 
advancing age these (infantile, phylogenetic] posture# are both Microns and uncomfortable—ludicrous because they are utfart- 

tile aid reminiscent of then- promigrafc ancestry; uncomfortable because da fulcra! areas concerned have been forgotten (or 

perhaps never previously received and transmitted to the central nervous system)...”
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monkey] will go like this [Joan demonstrates pulling down to slime die pelvis/lower torso 
back]. They do this because they think that dic\ ’re cuing to go on their nose*. They absolutely 
insist that they're going in go on their noses and tilt forward, tall forward, even though their 
hips are far enough back so that they're balanced. They‘re just not used to being that lengthened 
when they bend, Ihcir kinesthetic sense is that far off. But as they learn to inhibit and allow die 
lengthening, ihey learn to ’Yesense" their balance and they improve tremendously. That was the 
beginning of moving the chair backward and forward. This improved the entire balance. [Photo 
sets N and DJ

Then l hud dear Alice Dufcher | Alexander Technique Teachei] come for lessons. Alice was hav
ing trouble with her thumb and she said tlrat site couldn’t grasp anything. She said dial putting 
her hands on die back of the chair in the typical Alexander way really huff. I was trying to see 
how 1 COllld get Alice to lengthen up out of hej pulls, Then J thought of McConnell*-; he hud 
talked about leading the movement of the hand and arm v,uh die thumb. I found that if Alice put 
her hands like (his, she didn't do her usual pulls, the pulls which were causing her pain. [The 
hands hold file back of the chair, with die thumbs extended toward each other along the buck of 
the rim of the chair; the palms are resting lightly on the rim of the chair; die four fingers are 
extended down the tiont of the back of the chair. ]

Marian; Did Dart tell you about McConnell?

Joan; Yes. He told Alex about McConnell. I had .■Mice hold the chair this way and you wouldn’t have 
known she'd had any problems! She could easily hold the chair that way. It freed her wrists and 
relieved tier pain

But I didn’t tell her directly to direct her elbows or hands,. That tends to set up too much of an 
end-gaining situation, I’ve watched people holding the chair and it I say to them, ’’direct die 
elbows out and down.” they do all sorts of things.*? Hut if they're already inhibiting and direct 
mg themselves well generally, I can say 10 them “bring the chair back” [tip the chair back], and 
die elbows go “out and dow n” automatically. So I don’t say, “direct your elbows out and down”. 
I don't even say “bend your elbows”, I just say, "bring the chair back.” That always automatical
ly brings the elbows out and down. [Bringing die chair back sends tbe elbows out and down in a 
similar but more refined coordination to dial of a baby lengthening and widening to pull himself 
along the floor to craw! on his belly,]

If s extremely important to realize, that these aren’t simply “things to do” with students tricks 
or maneuvers. If you approach it that way, you generally end up creating problems, If you've 
developed a substantial understanding of the Technique, if you have a clear comprehension of 
the principles and connections, then you can bring about substantial improvement. * 53

>2 .1 K. McConnell was a well-known physical iftenqiiu whu published several books—one of winch. Afowra/

V/1. tmtmL 1 was shown by Prof Dan, who lut eurrespooded wish him. We visited him in retirement (in Keoi> during uur siun- 

aer vacations He based ins nunbods on evolutionary (developmental i principles—Ales Muna>.

53 See Consirucnvf Contriou* Ctmiml of the Individual, "Utastrslsom’'. tpp. 72-74 Cenlcrtme Press I9&S edition).
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Alex: Well the other thine about elbows out and down is that you can really see it with Dart, with the 
developmental movement. As soon as you lift your head from prone, your elbows go out and 
down. The elbow's arc the leverage point Then as you get farther hack [bring the head further 
upj. then you get onto your wrists. A baby often goes onto one hand and then the other, [See 
photos B3-B6, F2, G2, RI3-R15, S7| When you see the baby doing this, the pelvis goes back 
and forth: he mils from side to side.

Joan: Did you see Benjamin's [the baby] little hum today with his little hum going up and down? First
of all. when he was sitting lie's going (Joan demonstrates neek/baek arching in and then pushing 
back, rocking the pelvis], Then when he got onto all fours he was, of course, doing exactly the 
.same pattern. He was really trying to push off to creep on all fours and he didn't know quite 
how. Then as soon as lie look his bands off, because he wanted to move forward, he couldn’t 
move one or the other band forward quickly enough to catch himself from falling! So he tell flat 
on his front! It was just gorgeous!

Alex: That reminds me of the lovely Bertie Wooster films. You know, Jeeves. In the opening they had a 
violinist play like this [Alex demonstrates same ty pe of baby wiggling movements while pre 
tending to play a violin.] A marvelous cartoon!

Joan: And also with a trombone!
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XI.
Creeping, Rotating, and Bipedaling

Marian: In one of the articles on Dart, the author writes about the hands as '‘hcaksDid you describe 
the hands that way?

Alex; No. We never did beak creeping.

Kevin; But isn't that similar to what wc do with hands on the chair and then turning iherri around to gel 
the pjonation of the wrists? The creeping on all fours seems kind of ixld ...

Alex; Yes, it is odd.54

Marian: What about the flipper movements with the arms?

Joan; Oh yes. this is marvelous because it frees all of the shoulder girdle. [Joan demonstrates rotating 
arms in flipper-like movements; see photo set P|.

Marian: So you got that directly from Dart?

Alex: Yes. 1 got that from his writing That involved taking the hands around. [Alex demonstrates flip
per movements.J You find that your anus can move in a lot more ways than you realized. Then 
Dart gave me an article from the 192? Encyclopedia Brittmico hy Terry, (who was Ihc anthro
pologist at Washington University) on the evolution of the human limbs. The article showed 
amphibians and the skeletons, etc. and die evolution of the human hands ami feel and limbs. 
Obviously this had made an impression on Dart in 1919, when he was at Washington University. 
He said to me, “this is the best article on this” and he xeroxed it and gave it to me. In later edi
tions it was replaced by an article by someone else.

54 What has been termed the “beak" is on «whi«i>cw!al type position of the hands. Creeping on all fours with the 

tumis na the aathraptwl position is not part of the esulmtunary sequence nml in nui mechanically advantageous. Progressing 
up the evolutionary ladder from the nn aU tuu.iv position, ihc hind limbs gradually become the sole supporting limbs far kicti 

motion and far fluunuhrinjc an upriglu siance as thr. irimt limbs become less of n support for weighs benrirg. As the front 
Simte become less of a support and arc freed for a greater range of movement. Uu: hands or paws develop for use in anthro

poid ty pes of positions.
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Kevin; 1 remember in one of Dan's articles, where he's talking about twisting and rotation or spirals. 
Because of the twisting in of the limbs, man has the permanent twisting so that he can have his 
feel under him fin order to maintain upright bipedal posture].

Joan: What fascinates me with babies, is that when they start to walk, {not the infant early reflex
walking) they’re waddling and falling forward on their feel with the legs wide apart and turned 
out and arms up, as though they’re crawling, [Later, as the baby "evolves” into a child, the legs 
rotate in lo a more efftcienl bipedal stance.]-1* iS

iS See "Hie Attainment Lit' Poise". Skill ana! Prviir STXT Books edition, p. 129- “Rotational movements, have become 

increasingly hnponnnt for maijuairuttg the body's posture during evohukxu.Tbc permanent inward (postural) rotation of man's 

exlemled lower litnhs pmvided fiat sui-facex For his feet A permanent degree of inward (postural) mention of his free upper 

limbs afforded him tapletraaMtsiiig hands to swing about or to fukt actus,* Iris elicit. Man's puvwerful hip musculature allowed 

ham finally to twist his whole body permanently opwwsfe and backwards so os to poise it in a stole of otxhogratfc postural fixa
tion on top of his duglt bowse"
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XII.
Everything Connects to Everything: 

From the Flute to Dart to “Ilands-on” (etc.)

Marian; In one of Dan's articles he wrote about the musculature of the whole torso being suspended
from the head and neck. I was wondering if that affected how you work and bow you understand 
the Technique.

Ale*: That’s in the "Postural Aspects of Malocclusion". That's why he put those diagrams in the arti
cle; they show how lire vertebrate body grows, from the head downward, as it were. like a tad
pole first of all. Then the arms grow out of the neck as huds and the legs out of the lumbar area. 
You see it with the somites. That’s what Dart said was so important. The point is that the head 
starts off segmented (that’s not to say dint it’s like a snake, of course'!. The connections of each 
part start oft relatively similar and then they specialize. Each pan specializes in something dif 
ferent From the front to the back, they all vie for control. The skin area which develops over the 
whole head is from the trigeminal segment The first four segments go into the food seizing 
apparatus and the nc*t four go into the swallowing and digesting part of it.

Marian; Did this information influence how you understand the Technique?

Joan: Only that it’s fascinating how the nerve ends are around the head and neck and how sensitive the
area is to the touch,

Alex. Actually, it applies to the flute. Dart spoke about a small child sitting; if the child is touched 
shove die upper Lip, the head will release (forward and up}. That's also the first place that you 
gel a response from a fetus, an aborted fetus at a certain age. He talked about Davenport 
Hooker.54 Howe ver, what was interesting to me, and I used to discuss this with Dart about flute 
playing, was that if you fix here [the upper lip area and abovel, then you fix your head too. It's 
funny; if you send air into your mouth, if you pump it up |so the cheeks puff out |, it also releas
es ymir head there iatlanlo-occipital joint and surrounding musculature|,

Joan; Yes, I could see it as you did it.

Alex: Whereas if you blow like this [Alex demonstrates tightening the upper lip], you tighten here |thc 
aclanto-occipital joint and the surrounding musculature}. 56

56 Davenport Hoiiket was a medical researcher wtui specialized in prwimiil development.
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So wind players are very often fixed right through. And I was fixed right through. I had a ner
vous breakdown from some of the things I learned on the flute. At a certain point, whatever trig
gered it, my psychophysical state was such that it wasn’t working very well when I was eighteen 
or so. It started when I had flute lessons w ith somebody who made me do this. [Alex demon
strates.] He had me Fix the corners of my mouth and use my tongue against the roof of my 
mouth to go. “ta! ta!"

Marian; And that tightened the whole atlanto-occipital joint area.

Alex; I didn’t think about that. I didn't know about it. 1 was trying to work, and he wanted me to com
pletely fix my mouth, do these strange movements with my tongue, and then raise my chest, fill 
up, and play! (Alex demonstrates.] Ami f just couldn’t play!

Joan: |laughlng| It’s like a caricature.

Alex; That's the way he |the flute teaehcrl played ( within limits), hut it was natural for him [his condi
tions, habits |.

Kevin; i think you said in the interview with Don Mixon” that it was partly from that experience that 
you became interested in the whole thing. It wax from talking to Walter about your interest in 
the jaw's being suspended that led you to Dart,

Marian: You were working Lhruugh die problems that you developed from working with this flute 
teacher?

Alex: Yes. I remember it distinctly. It was Frank’s [Pierce Jones] article, "Method for Changing
Stereotyped Response Patterns by the inhibition of Postural Sets” from the Psychological 
Review. He said the center of gravity of the head is at tile sella turcica.5* There was something 
else that bothered me too. I had a small booklet on anatomy for artists. Ihe author used mechan
ical analogies; he had drawn in a simple way. How the jaw worked for instance, he had it work
ing like a hinge. But that’s not the way the jaw works The jaw is like a cradle that’s slung, (ft 
can work like a hinge but that's only one part of it.) And that since the jaw can move backward 
and forward, then depending on where the jaw is, the center of gravity of the head is going to be 
in a different place. It’s like a beam balance. 1 said to Walter, "surely the center of the gravity of 
the head depends on the position of the jaw, on the way in which the jaw is working?” He said. * 58

J7 R>.v«d of interview with Raymond Dan and Alexander Murray by Don Mixon conducted on May 23 . 1979, p.t7

58 Frank Fierce Jones 'Method for Changing -Stereotyped Response Psiiems by the Inhibition of Certain Postural 
SeU". T'fie Pxyehoiagicai Review, Viil.72, NtiJ, May 1965, p.203.

Body Awaretmt in Action, ji. 147, "tn a xagituU * ray, it | the center Ot gravity] is located ill ScLii tardea, a landmark that is 
defined as the depression In the superior surface of the body of the sphenoid bone which houses the hypophysis cerebri fpitu

itary gland)'.”
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“have you been reading Dart?” Wei] the only thing 1 knew of Dart was on Lite bookshelf. 
Adventures of the Missing Link, which 1 hadn’t bothered to read. 1 said, “no. why'.''' “Well” 
Walter said, “he wrote an article about the jaw.” Walter didn't remember the name of it but lira! 
he did have the paper somewhere. 1 said, “oh. can 1 sec it'.""—and that's where it all started,

Joan: In a way, dear old G {Alex's flute teacher] did you a favor.

Alex: Yes, he did.

Joan: As 1 said he fore, I leant from the difficulties that I have with pupils.

Kevin: Well somewhere I was reading—! think it's in the t>on Mixon article, I think Dart said that you 
can only learn from the hardest things. Dart was probably wishing you well when he said that 
you would make a lr>1 of enemies!

Alex; Yes, well there was a great deal of antipathy when we were showing the Procedures in London 
those, first few years,

Joan: Yes! [Laughter] There was a tremendous amount of resistance and skepticism. Yet now people
are very interested in this work.

Alex: It had girt a bit stuck back then, (he Technique. Joan and I had been reading Gurnet People Play
by Eric Heme. I said to Waiter, '“this business of not putting your hands on for a year [trainees’ 
first year on the teacher training course) really gets boring.” And I suggested that what was 
needed was to let people put their hands on and play games, and pretend that they were doing 
the Alexander technique. People have got to do something—a.s long as die trainees don’t think 
that they're doing rf. that it is a doing thing. What they do doesn't matter too much [have some- 
tiling to practice to learn the means-whereby of teaching).

Joan: That's how “games’" got started on the training in London.w

Kevin. What did Alexander do with people on the training course?

Joan: He worked on the trainees. He went around and gave them all turns. Then he pushed them off to
work vvith one another and try and work it out for themselves in the afternoon in a group,6*1 A.s 
when die trainees here come upstairs midday and work on ihcir own. Marjorie Barlow said she 
worked most of tire time with Patrick MacDonald. They went off into cliques: that’s the impres
sion 1 gel. 1 remember they said that sometimes people would get stuck. Apparently, they’d he 
working on one another in the class and a trainee would say, ‘'EM., I can’t move her out of the * 3

S9 Waller Caorringuw's training course

S3 See Waller Carmignsi and Sean Carey. Waiter Carrington on the Alexander technique London: Sheldrake Press 

1986. p II
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chair; she’s stuck!" He'd say, “well, what are you doing with yourself?” Then he went over to 
the trainee or teacher who was complaining, readjusted him or her and then said, "all right, now 
take her up out of the chair,” And it worked! lie worked cm the trainee who was complaining 
about trying to move the person in the chair.

Marian: You were talking before of how you used the Dart work to understand how to "use your
hands", How you use your hands, of course, is really about bow you use yourself as a whole. 
Can you give some practical examples of this? In other words, how the general antagonistic 
action or pattern of use works in the teacher, And how chat improved coordination or primary 
control of the teacher brines about improvement in the student. As you just explained with 
what Alexander did with the trainees on his course, he Laught by improving the trainee’s use 
while the trainee was working on someone, In other words, the entire pattern of use. the direc
tion and primary of the teacher, (rather than the hands and arms coordinating as some son of 
separate magical instruments) in and of itself is what brings about the direction, the improve
ment in the student?

Kevin: How it struck me, when we were doing it, was that we were starring to pay more attention to 
the hands and arms and how they were supporting us, And of course, you talked about tire per
son you were working on as "the chair”. We also had a period when we did the “leapfrogs”. It 
seems to me now that it started (0 evolve that way. This made using the hands less of a sepa
rate thing "to do”. Using die hands was involved with the whole matter of how you were sup
porting yourself.

Joan: Right!

Marian: Understanding rite entire process this way certainly made hands-on work less of a mystery.

Kevin: Certainly a simpler mystery. I t made hands-on a more indirect process but a more dear one. It 
wasn’t just inJiibit-direct, irihibii-direct, inhibit-direct, okay up (move the student] sort of thing.
It was very real; it was substantial. You [the uainee] were working on improving your use, 
which included the hands and arms as part of it.

Alex; Yes; for instance, you can think of using all fours arid being supported quadrilaterally instead of 
bipedally. As soon as you touch something— Colonel McConnell explained that when you touch 
the back of the chair, that really delivers a lot of information from the fingertips making contact 
with Lhe surface. This feedback occurs subconsciously. It's done by the cerebellum, not by inte
grating at the conscious level. As Alexander said, you .stop the Interference and things son them
selves out. That’s neatly what the Technique is about. Primary Control is decontrol!

Marian: When l was training {1981-83}. I remember that Joan would have you |thc trained put your 
hand on someone. Sometimes you would think of yourself as coming up over your hand or 
drawing yourself up over your hand, as if you were intending to do a general developmental type 
of movement, It wras described in various ways but the descriptions were of the 3ame fundamen
tal pattern of coordination: like a baby crawling or looking up. or like leapfrog, or like 
Alexander’s illustration of “hands on the hack of the chair”, thinking of pulling the back of the 
chair apart, while leaving your hands on the chair or on die student, etc. When you [the trainee!
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were working, whether it wax with an object, such as the chair, or actually on someone, you 
would focus on the intention of a general developmental type of movement, which included 
using inhibition and conscious direction, t his improved the overall pattern of coordination of 
yourself as a whole. What happened with the hands was a fundamental “derail" of that pattern. It 
seemed to me that you both were looking at patterns involving the body as a whole, in order to 
show how it moved as an integrated entity. And tins was dune from the perspective of how Lite 
mind/body as a w hole functioned Seaming to see the pattern, of natural, primary coordination 
within the context of understanding its overall functional purpose, 1 believe that this is the same 
kind of thinking arid observing that Alexander and Dart were doing. For me. looking at the 
whole process in this way was very different from the more typical "anatomical" type of per
spective, where you would rend to look at/rlividc into parts and perhaps only then try to sec how 
the “separate parts” connected with each other.

What primary control involved, including how it determined how the teacher used his/her bumfs 
and what effects ihat would have with the student were very’ clearly presented hy you. I know 
that your work has progressed a great deal since the time I was Paining, but that clear, incisive, 
comprehensive understanding of how the Technique works, of how in teach tlw Technique 
("hands-on", etc.) seems to have come directly out of your work with the developmental move 
meat. With the Dart work.

Alex: Yes. For instance, you can start to see how this works when you understand that the hands arc 
supports; they’re pivots as it were. Whenever you have contact with the hands, the fingers, you 
have points of support However, you don’t put your weight into them.*1

loan; Last semester the trainees worked with standing someone up from silting like “leapfrog”. I' ll
demonstrate this with Marian. I would sit the student in the chair and the trainee would bend the 
student forward from the hips, Then the trainee would say to the student, "just think of coming 
up and hack to sitting again" [which naturally subtly activates die extensors of the back]. Now 
the leap frog thing is... [With her hand on Marian’s upper back and neck, Joan docs a movement 
which, if exaggerated, would resemble a hopping movement off of Marian.] The student who is 
being worked on can’t help but lengthen up! And if I do that again [Joan does subtle jumping 
type movement off Marian again], you see she bounces back up again However, I’m not going 
down; I’m really just initiating the movement up. I'm lengthening myself, fm not trying to keep 61

61 Alexander slestribed (be arras is supp-urling tlic ttnau id lit* i liusn alion of ''hands on the back of the chairSee 

Constructive Conscious Control of the Individual, E.P Dutton and Co. 1923; Centerline Press Printing 198*5- “Illustration . 

p. 174, Instruction #5. "Support the Body with ike Arm: This instruction is gi ven to the pupil when he is buttling die back of a 

chair, whilst silting or viunding, in tinier Ui give (he ItaUier the opportunity to secure more quickly arid tSJ.il> tin the pupil cei- 

ciin experiences, essential at a particular wage of his work in co-ordination. The varying details of the meuiM- whereby the use 
indicated of the arms aref body is Hi bs gained could nut he set dmm in writing to inset Etie requirement of each pupil, fur they 

vary with each slight stage of progress. 15 is for Hus reason that “correct positions” or '‘postures" had ao place in the practical 

teaching technique employed in the work of reeducation advocated in itris book. A correct pwdtirm nr posture indicates a lived 
position, anil a person hetii to a lived ptisitiuci caiuiut grow, As we uiasterMaml growth, the MMKt position to-day CiuniOl be the 

ctimas jmiiiitm a week later for any person who is advancing in rise work of re-education and co-ordination" ( editor’s italics)
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a certain position; I’m ready to move. F.M. almost hops off the person on whom he’s working in 
the film.43

Marian: So you have a general overall intention for a general movement—the leap frog type of length
ening, springing movement off of the person you’re working on. That, in a sense, stimulates the 
natural lengthening spring, the rebalancing of the antagonistic action (in the person you' re work
ing with) that we were talking about earlier?

Joan: Yes! But it’s subller than Ehai too.

Alex: It's a qtwstion of timing too. What you're doing when you go to move people is catching them
when their "'’brakes” are off-

loan: When they're unstuck.

Alex: That's the reflex. The reflex movement happens when the timing’s right—when the student isn’t 
“doing” il_

Joan: Her i nstancc, the teacher-trainees would take the student forward from silting upright in the
chair. Then the trainees would just do that: [Joan demonstrates by leaving tier hand on Marian’s 
upper hack and neck and lengthening up off of Marian in a subtle “leap frog” pattern of move
ment]. The trainees were very surprised to find that the person being worked on would go Up 
automatically! Stand up. if the person was itdubitmg. And if you have the student place her 
hands in the same way Alexander did, | Joan demonstrates by having Marian sit in the chair, with 
hands resting on her thighs, palms up, fingers of the two hands facing in towards each oilier] and 
you then incline the student forward, then there’s “elbows out and down" again I. see photo set 
Q). Now 1 come up-up-up. As soon as l feel the tone in the student's back, I just do the subtle 
lengthening spring with myself and the student automatically stands up.

As the teacher "springs off the student'*, the student “springs”. [The improved balanced antago
nistic action allows a natural lengthening spring.] Because you’ve done that, the student comes 
back | from inclining forward to sitting upright]. Then you catch the student at just the right 
moment to stand her up. So that's another way.

Marian; What were you doing with yourself there?

Joan; I was just taking myself up and sensing die tone, feeling what the student’s tone is. But I’m 
ready to move. Tor instance, you can see that a baby is ready to move when he falls forward 
from standing and then catches himself by moving his legs forward as he’s first learning to walk. 
He's not stiffening to maintain himself in gravity, he’s free to move as he continually learns to 62

62 See “K ManSuas. Alexander. A unique lilm iumpitaliun of the originator of (be Alexander Teeiuuque. produced 

under flic auspices of the Constructive Teaching Centre, London. 'With a wauneratary by Walter Carrington." Copyright; The 
CiHistruirive Teaching Centre Limited, London.
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rebalance and move himself on two feet. And I’m not fixed into a position as I work on some
one. though at the same tune yon can say I'm in a position of mechanical advantage. As 1 said, 
positions of mechanical advantage are not about fixing into a certain position. They’re not about 
being static, as Dart tried to emphasize. They're about allowing the [optimal | balance, the [opti
mal I antagonistic action to work. For instance, if I'm in monkey anti I start to dunk of coming 
up. you cati see how this engages the extensors. Rut if I come up [extend] too far. in other words 
if l don’t let my knees go, allow my knees to bend, then the extensors start to overcomraci and 
the balance of the head and pelvis is thrown off. I’ve lost the efficient antagonistic action in 
myself. It's no longer a position of mechanical advantage.

Alex: It's really a bit like sport—watching the hail and timing the stroke. Except instead of watching
the ball, you’re noticing w hat the student is doing with vour hands and you are also observing 
visually to a certain extent. However, it's the same thing: you have that response. For instance, 
in a sport like wrestling, that’s a sport where you have to throw somebody when you feel them 
moving in the right direction. And to catch a ball that’s been thrown at quite a speed you have 
to just go with it. It’s a reflex. You haven’t got time to think, “there's the bull; now move.” 
Although you sometimes see people try ing to do that. Of course, when they do that, they inter
fere with the automatic response ami it doesn't work too well

Joan: This is also something that’s important to understand when you’re teaching. IJoan demonstrates
with Kevin.] I put my hands on arid I let my elbows go out and down. This automatically 
lengthens the student up. Now I used to try and stay hack where I was when I would then go to 
move the student. But in actual fact, if I want to move Kevin. 3 need to move myself a bit. So I
move myself from the ankles. I may move my feet too. which ! never used to do.

>

Alex: If you watch how Alexander is moving in the film, you can tell that his feet are moving all the time.

Kevin: He was spiralling us he moved his feet; he was working on the student from different angles.

Joan: Yes, But Alexander was moving naturally. The one I like best of all i.s this: I have one hand on
the top of die student’s head and the other on his neck and upper back, i direct my elbows out 
ami down As a direct result of my lengthening and allowing my elbows to go out and down, 
my bottom hand lengthens his neck and back as a whole. This stimulates a natural reflex. The 
spine and musculature spring!
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XIII.
Process versus Product: Dynamic and Static Perspectives

Alex: Dart had lessons with Irene Tasker and tried to apply what he had learned- But I think Durt 
hadn't much of an experience of the Alexander Technique. Irene Tasker. I think. (which you 
can see when you read the South African legal case) was very right not to give Joklft> lessons; 
she didn’t have the “hands-on" skill. Her leaching at that time, as Alexander said when she 
came hack fmm South Africa, put too much emphasis on inhibition.63 64 Her work in America had 
been generally Inhibition work, having students lie on the fluor and then having them move 
their own legs, etc., and telling, them to free the neck, saying, "no, don't stiffen", etc. At that 
time her teaching Was about the things you don't do. getting lire students to stop because their 
habitual reactions were too fast (when moving them in and out of the chair). However, the suc
cess of her teaching (she had a number of very devoted pupils) shows to what extent you can 
teach by using your’ intelligence without perhaps a lot of "hands-on" skill.

Alexander’s skill was developed over a long period—and his brother’s too. When Alexander 
first showed his brother how to teach ihe Technique, Alexander was still at the prodding, lever
ing stage of his work. Then his brother, after his accident in 1918, eventually had to develop his 
own way, since he had to sit hi order to teach and so he w asn't able to move people so easily, 
lie had to have students move themselves.65 He started them off when they moved. If the student 
inhibited the usual reactions, then the response was a reflex. That’s what Frank [Pierce Jones[ 
experienced in his first lesson, l don’t remember anything like that happening with me with my 
first lessons. But then Charles Neil66, our first Alexander Teacher, hadn’t developed the skill and 
understanding. However, he had die gift of the gab and he would lay you down and you'd feel

63 Em« Ml. a physician sri South Africa, w as successfully sued for libel by F.M. Atexaradw in the Late iWOs,

M Sec- Irene Tasker, Cemettmn Sinks

65 see Hr ax A fierce Junes, B<ni'< Axarmest m /irtum, pp. fiK 71.

hft Charles Next mas a graduate of Alexanders first training cuurte. Ke was considered to be one Alex antler’s “great 

»«sees*e»“ because of a bad asthma condition dial was jpwaUy improved through his lessons and training with Alexander. 

However, by the lime the Murrays wan; studying with Kell in the 1950s. Neil bad cropped working with Alexander and. was 

-'filming its have “gune on from Alexander” and developed hU own mat hod.
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"relaxed" afterward, He used to give the oJd "relaxed talk", which sounded like Jacobson67 when 
we went to him. You’d close your eyes and make a wish to "let go", etc. He taught a mixture of 
a lot of tilings, but lie hadn't even begun to understand what Alexander had been doing.
Actually, Neils description of the Technique was "Pc* rural Reeducation", But Alexander, in his 
eightieth year, in his last recorded public lecture, stated, "I rtr> not like the word 'posture'.”** 
However that was some oilier teachers’ idea of the Technique as well—postural reeducation. 
Gradually people got away from this static idea of posture. So the way people have talked about 
tlse Technique has changed a lot as well.

Alexander’s way ol describing the Technique changed constantly. That’s why 1 find 
Alexander’s early writings so interesting. After the early writing period, which was before 
1918. his writings became more similar to each oilier. CCCI, wrhieh he said was his best hook, 
was stimulated by Gerald Lee's skewed plagiarism. When you read Gerald lee’s books, you’re 
reading what some people who would like to oversimplify Ltie Alexander Technique arc still 
saving, Lee basically limited the Technique to a set of steps or mysterious exercises. And in 
1910, there was Seanes-Spicer, a prominent doctor who was one of Alexander's pupils and 
early supporters. However, he later represented Alexander’s method of respiratory re-education 
to the medical community as his own work, Seanes-Spicer explained if in medical terms. His 
articles6*1 contained some enlightening technical, anatomical details hut they also showed that 
Scaues-Spicer had misunderstood lire fundamental nature of Alexander’s work, Seanes-Spicer 
didn’t have the broad perspective that Dart had, even though they both came from a medical 
background. So Scanes-Sprcer’s interpretation of Alexander’s work, like Lee’s, was much 
more narrow and static; he basically presented the Technique as a method for attaining the 
correct ‘“posture"—something to be put or held in the right place rather than as a process. 
Though Alexander wasn’t quite sure at first what Seanes-Spicer got wrong. However, he was 
sure that it wasn't what he | Alexander) was aiming at. It was here, in Alexander's response to 
Scanes-.Spicer, that Alexander said that understanding his [Alexander's! work required the eye 
of an artist.1" This is a talent or ability that Alexander obviously felt Seanes-Spicer was lacking. 
However, I believe that {he inclusive and dynamic perspective of the "’eye of an artist” does 
align with Dart’s way of observing and thinking.

Alexander continually refined his teaching. He found that the wools didn't exist for what lie was 
conveying. Unless people had the actual experience, words were meaningless. So he stopped talk
ing in order to give the experience—to let you explain it to yourself71 He allowed each student to 
explain it personally, which is really what it’s all about You explain it to yourself. Your explana
tions are for yourself, not fur anyone else, since we’re all corning from a different direction,
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67 Edhnmid Jacobean i ISS8-JO&3.,1 was I he developer of a ''mind/body~ method called “Progressive Relaxation". He 

created procedures in rvlaj, the body in general and lit “pans”. Thaw exercises focused Oft trying to become m«tt aware of mus

cular xeusaUims tltrougb contracting and then lelaxmg various muscle group*. for example, she patient would be requested so 
"la the pan go firnher ami further every minute" as he tried to relax. The goal of thent piwrecurcs teas “effecitws ellon-cun- 

tror, “n minimum of tensions ip the muscles requisite tor tbs *d along with lift: relaxation of other muscles”. See Edrmilld 

Jacutfcon. Progmsfre Relaxation. While Charles Neil incorporated various ideas and method--. Such as "Progressive 

Relaxation" j«o whai tic understood ns the Alexander Technique, apparently KM. and A.R. Alexander found this type of 

method in lie tacking and conflicting w>th die Technique in fundamental ways. See Body te'wa is Action by Frank Pierce 

limes, pp. 70-71. "The instant be litre pupiil stopped thinking, however, it would he detected at onet. 'That’s dm Alexander', he 

;A.K. Alexander) would sometime* say. ’That’s ju« Jacobson* l if you were heavy I or "l hat's MenscndiccV (if you were soffi 

•See also Charles Neil. ’’Poise anti Relaxation. A Family Doctor Booklet" Fiieiishcd by the British Medical AisueiatiCfl. 195’’ 

and "Posture at Work” Nursing Hwn, Royal College uf Naming. 1957

68 “St. DunSim'* Lecture", 1949. printed in Artirri-.v and Lenurvi. p. 185.

6M Sec R.H. Sonnes Spicer. “Sonic Points in rlw Mechanics uf Rcspirafioo”. Tire British Medical Journal. Sept. 11, 

1909. pp. 673-677

Set also: —'f ameers uf tire ThronT. The Flriti.th Medical Journal, October lb, 1WJ. pp. 1140-1157

“A Clinical Lecture on a new Cardinal Principle in the Treatment of Disense. and lu Application in Disorders of 
die Nose. Throat, Voice and Speech.. ' The Medicai Press, Loudon. Feb. 9. 191 C> pp 1 ,M-137.

.'0 “Every found method of respirfilory re-edncaiian, physical culture, and voice training, must be caught *s an art and 

can be taught only by an artist who alone is ahle ui comprehend am tat and «> pa** un Ins comprehension tn a neophyte. The eye of 

an a?ti»tneeded to apprehend the faults in a painting or in u wnrk ol sculpture, and. above nil the defects of the human body

To the nptitudiis and intuitions of an artist, however, something more must be added before it is possible u> become an cfFtdeni 

teacher uf my principles. It is necessary to have special teaming m dealing with men and women and to possess thru keen eye 

far character needed to detect and to eradicate (he mental difficulties, and ibe vocal, respiratory and other phyxiotogvcal defu- 
vinns winch almost invariably accompany physical defects, fn these Unties the stereotyped training nl a ckx-tot is in many way* 
a hindrance rather ihan a help, and his hard ami fast meitmdbi fit hint as little to instruct a pupil in my methods as they would fit 

him tn teach acting. singing, or any cither art.' From FM Alexander "A Pretest Against Certain Assumptions cuutaitted in a 

Lcctuic delivered by Dr. R. H. Scarics Spicer BSC. MO". Umduu. April 1910. In Amrfe* and Lectarey p.115.

71 Alexander progressively gave more hands-on work and less verbal instruction as be developed die Technique. He 

gave minimal or no direct verbal instruction in bis teaching alter 1734.
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Bios

Joan Murray began studying the Alexander Technique in the early 195Q& while ballet mistress for the 
Theatre Royal in London loan has worked extensively with first generation Alexander Technique 
Teachers, including Walter Carrington. Patrick MacDonald. Frank Pierce JotVCS. and Charles Neil. She 
completed her teacher training w ith Walter Carriugtotl at the Constructive Teaching Centre iri 1962. Juan 
assisted Walter Carrington at the Centre from 1962 to 1967. Since 1967. Joan has maintained teaching 
practices in several countries and has taught the Technique at a number of institutions and universities. 
She has been the Director of the teacher training program at the Urbana Center for the Alexander 
Technique since 1977.

Alex Murray has been studying the Alexander Technique since the early 1950s. tie completed teacher 
draining with Walter Carrington in 1966. Alex is former Principal Flute of the London Symphony, the 
inventor of the Murray Flute, and is currently Professor of Flute at the University of Illinois, Urbana. 
He is the author of several articles on the Technique and developed and edited the NASTAT series of 
booklets on John Dewey and Alexander. He is the Co-Director of tire Urbana Center for Ihc Alexander 
Technique.

Kevin Ahern trained with Joan and Alex Murray from 1977 to 19510, He has taught the Alexander 
Technique in Wisconsin, Michigan, and Seattle, Washington. He currently resides and maintains a pri
vate teaching practice m Kaneohe, Hawaii. Kevin is a member of the North American Society of 
Teachers of the Alexander Technique.

Marian Goldberg completed teacher training with the Murrays in 1983, She is currently a member of 
die North American Society of Teachers of the Alexander Technique. Marian is the Director of lire 
Teacher Training Program at the Alexander Technique Center of Washington. D.C. She also maintains a 
private teaching practice in the Washington, D.C. area.

The Dart Procedures''™ is a service mark owned by Alexander and Joan Murray.
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Sets A-U
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Set A- The Dart Procedures, 1967

Figures A6-A8
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Figures AI - A5





Set B- Stages of crawling and creeping

Figure B2 Nine-month old baby creeping
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Figure B3- Four-month old baby in 
procrawllng position

Figure B4- Crawling at nine months
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Set C-
As this nine-month old 
babv sits back from 
creeping on all fours, 
her head adjusts 
naturally forward 
and up.

Figure C4

Figure Cl

Figure C5



Set D- Sitting back from creeping

Figure D1

Figure D2 Figure D3
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Set E- Evolution of “Hands on the Back of the Chair’

•ST*"* **■

1923

Firure E3 Figure E4

1910

Figure El Figure E2



Set F Oil lelt- The Dart 
Procedures 1996: Coming up 
from the floor

Set G on right- Six-month and 
nine-month old babies demonstrate 
their own spontaneous versions of the 
Dart Procedures.

Figure FI Figure GI



Figxire F4 Figure G4
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Figure F6

Figure G6
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Figure F7

figure G7
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Figure f 16

Figure G36



Set H- “Fetal lengthening”

Figure H3 figure H4

Figure H5 Figure H6

Figure HI Figure H2



Set I- “Fetal lengthening”
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Set J- Fetal squat

Figure J1

Figure J2
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Figure J? Figure J8
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Set K - Drawing 
forward

Figure K3

Figure K5

Figure K2

Figure K4

Figure K1
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Set L- Turning photos 90° provides 

another perspective.

Figure LI

Figure L4 Figure L5 Figure L6
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Set M- Taking the leg on the table—spiralling, 
reflexes, and lengthening

Figure Mi Figure M2

Figure M3
Figure M4

Figure M5 Figure Mf>
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Set N- From “hands on the back of the 
chair”-tipping the chair back



Set O- Tipping the chair forward 
and backward

Figure Ol Figure 02

Figure 03 Figure 04

series
continues
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Set P- “Flipper Movements”

Figure PI

Figure P.l



Set Q- Elbows “out and down”

Figure Q1

Figure Q2

Figure Q3
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Set R- This four-month old baby’s desire to 
see the world around her spirals her from a 
fetal-type resting position into an extended 
pre-crawling position. Her head and pelvis 

continually maintain a dynamic counterbalance.

Figure R 3 Figure R2

Figure R3 Figure R4 series
continues



Figure RS- Winding up to roll over.
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Figure R9

Figure R11
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Figure R13 Figure R14
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Set S- Rolling over at six months

Figure S1 Figure SH

Figure S3- Winding up to roll over Figure S4
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Figure S5
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Figure S7



Set T- In order to look in the mirror, this 
nine-month old baby brings herself into an 

upright stance for the first time.

“...the head moves in human beings in order to 
extend the range of vision; to better his vision 
man became completely upright 39

—Raymond Dart

Figure TI Figure T2

series
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